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Abstract
Linear network coding (LNC) is able to achieve the optimal throughput of packet-
level wireless broadcast, where a sender wishes to broadcast a set of data packets
to a set of receivers within its transmission range through lossy wireless links.
But the price is a large delay in the recovery of individual data packets due to
network decoding, which may undermine all the benefits of LNC. However, packet
decoding delay minimization and its relation to throughput maximization have
not been well understood in the network coding literature.
Motivated by this fact, in this thesis we present a comprehensive study on the
joint optimization of throughput and average packet decoding delay (APDD) for
LNC in wireless broadcast. To this end, we reveal the fundamental performance
limits of LNC and study the performance of three major classes of LNC tech-
niques, including instantly decodable network coding (IDNC), generation-based
LNC, and throughput-optimal LNC (including random linear network coding
(RLNC)).
Various approaches are taken to accomplish the study, including 1) deriving
performance bounds, 2) establishing and modelling optimization problems, 3)
studying the hardness of the optimization problems and their approximation, 4)
developing new optimal and heuristic techniques that take into account practical
concerns such as receiver feedback frequency and computational complexity.
Key contributions of this thesis include:
• a necessary and sufficient condition for LNC to achieve the optimal through-
put of wireless broadcast;
• the NP-hardness of APDD minimization;
• lower bounds of the expected APDD of LNC under random packet erasures;
• the APDD-approximation ratio of throughput-optimal LNC, which has a
value of between 4/3 and 2. In particular, the ratio of RLNC is exactly 2;
• a novel throughput-optimal, APDD-approximation, and implementation-
friendly LNC technique;
• an optimal implementation of strict IDNC that is robust to packet erasures;
ix
• a novel generation-based LNC technique that generalizes some of the exist-
ing LNC techniques and enables tunable throughput-delay tradeoffs.
x
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Chapter1
Introduction
1.1 A Brief History of Network Coding
In traditional wired networks, the main function of intermediate nodes, such as
routers, is to forward each incoming data flow to its destination. When there are
multiple incoming flows and the outbound link of the intermediate node has a
low capacity, a flow may have to wait a significant amount of time before it is
forwarded. Consequently, the node, together with its outbound link, become the
bottleneck of the network, and cause network congestion.
For instance consider the network topology below. Two sources wish to send
1 bit of data (x1 and x2) to their respective sinks through wired links, all having
a capacity of 1 bit per transmission. In this instance, intermediate Node 1 is
the bottleneck node, as it has to first forward x1 and then x2, which incurs extra
waiting time to Sink 2. We also note that, although there are direct links between
Source 1 and Sink 2 and between Source 2 and Sink 1, these links are not helpful.
Figure 1.1: A butterfly network with a bottleneck node.
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To alleviate the tension, certain congestion control methods can be applied
to different parts of the network. On one hand, the source may reduce its trans-
mission rate upon congestion. For example, transmission control protocol (TCP)
of the source may halve its transmission rate, or even back-off if congestion per-
sists [1]. On the other hand, intermediate nodes may prioritize the incoming flows
for better quality of service (QoS) [2]. Typical metrics include data type (e.g.,
assign higher priority to video streaming and lower priority to file downloading)
and price (e.g., assign higher priority to the flows for subscribed users).
However, congestion control is not the optimal solution because it is not able
to increase the overall network throughput, but may even reduce it sometimes. It
was a common assumption that it is hardly possible to improve network through-
put without infrastructure upgrade, until the invention of network coding (NC).
The year of 2000 witnessed the official birth of NC. In their ground-breaking
paper [3], Ahlswede et al. proposed that intermediate nodes do not just forward
data flows but mix them together using certain coding techniques, which is now
widely known as network coding. Based on the idea of NC, the function of Node
1 in Fig. 1.1 can be modified to that in Fig. 1.2: instead of forwarding x1 and then
x2, Node 1 now generates a binary XOR of the two bits, i.e., x1 ⊕ x2, which is
still 1 bit. This NC bit is then sent to both sinks using one transmission. Since
Sink 1 and Sink 2 have overheard x2 and x1 through the direct link from the
other source, respectively, they can decode their wanted bit by solving a set of
two simple linear equations. For example, for Sink 1 the equations are:y1 = x2y2 = x1 ⊕ x2
where y1 and y2 represent the two bits it has received.
Ahlswede et al. then proved the optimality of NC by showing that it can
achieve the min-cut-max-flow capacity [3] of wired multicast. Explicitly, they
showed that NC allows every demanding sink to receive information from the
source at the maximum rate, which is equal to the minimum sum capacity of the
sets of links that cut off this sink from the source. However, they did not specify
how NC should be implemented to optimally achieve the network capacity region,
which is a core NC problem.
The optimal NC for wired multicast remained unclear until Li et al. proposed
the concept of linear network coding (LNC) [4] in 2003. In LNC, the data unit
is a vector over a certain finite field Fq, and is called a message or, in practical
terms, a data packet. Data packets are linearly combined with coefficients chosen
2
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Figure 1.2: Network coding breaks the capacity bottleneck of the butterfly net-
work.
from Fq to generate NC packets for transmissions. Li et al. proved that LNC
suffices to achieve the min-cut-max-flow capacity of wired multicast. This result
was confirmed again by Koetter et al. through proposing an algebraic framework
of network coding [5].
The next milestone in the NC literature is the invention of random linear net-
work coding (RLNC) [6] by Ho et al. in 2005, for it enables optimal, robust, yet
fully decentralized implementations of NC. In RLNC, each node simply generates
random linear combinations of all incoming packets using randomly picked coef-
ficients from Fq. It was proved that RLNC is asymptotically capacity-achieving
in wired multicast when the size of Fq is sufficiently large [6].
For other networks where the connections are not multicast, it has been proved
in [5] that their capacity optimization using NC is generally an NP-complete
problem1. It has also been shown by Dougherty et al. in [8] that for certain
non-multicast networks, the NC capacity achieved by linear NC is strictly less
than non-linear NC.
For the general NC optimization problem in arbitrary networks, useful math-
ematical equivalences have been found. It has been shown by Dougherty et al.
in [9] that the NC problem is closely related to matroid theory, a branch of ab-
stract mathematics that studies the independence of elements [10]. It has been
proved by Rouayheb et al. in [11] that both the NC problem and the represen-
1NP stands for “non-deterministic polynomial time”. An NP-complete problem cannot be
optimally solved using an algorithm whose processing time is polynomial in the size of the
input of the problem, unless P=NP (P stands for “polynomial time”) [7]. But solutions to
an NP-complete problem, once provided, can be verified using polynomial-time algorithms. If
polynomial-time verification is also not possible, then the problem becomes NP-hard. [7]
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tation problem of matroids can be reduced to an index coding (IC) problem. In
IC, there is a single source and multiple sinks that are directly connected to the
source. Every sink has already received a subset of the messages held by the
source as its side information [11–15], and still wants one [11–14] or some [15] of
the remaining messages. We will revisit IC in Section 1.4.4.
Although a sound theoretical basis has been established for NC in wired net-
works, it could be difficult to integrate NC into existing wired networks such as
the Internet. The main reason is that NC requires special network topologies that
enable overhearing: as was explained in previous examples, in order to decode
the received NC packet from a link, a sink must overhear some side information
from other link(s). The side information could be combinations of data pack-
ets it wants (intra-session NC) and/or combinations of data packets it does not
want (inter-session NC) [16]. The other reason is that every intermediate node,
especially the bottleneck node, must be able to perform NC, which may require
hardware and protocol upgrades.
Whilst wired networks’ inherent features hinder the implementation of NC,
there is another class of networks that intrinsically enables side information and
does not impose the existence of intermediate nodes, namely, wireless networks.
In the next section, we will review wireless NC.
1.2 Wireless Network Coding: New Challenges
A basic wireless network consists of a sender and a set of wireless receivers within
the transmission range of the sender. Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless
media, every transmitted packet from the sender can be heard by every receiver.
To fully exploit this feature, in this thesis we will use wireless networks for broad-
cast, a scenario where every receiver wants all the data packets held by the sender.
We note that broadcast is a subset of multicast.
From a network topology point of view, a wireless network is equivalent to
a wired network where the source is connected to an intermediate node, and
this node is connected to every sink through a different link (for example see
Fig. 1.3). Hence, all the NC theorems and implementations developed for wired
networks should be readily applicable to wireless networks. For example, it is
straightforward that LNC suffices to achieve the optimal capacity of wireless
multicast and broadcast.
However, there are some significant differences between wireless networks and
4
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(a) wireless network (b) wired network
Figure 1.3: A basic wireless network and its wired equivalence.
their wired counterpart. The most noticeable one is that wireless channels are
much more lossy than wired links [17]: packets sent through wireless channels may
be erased due to fading and interference and other imperfect channel conditions,
which is much less likely to happen in wired links and can be efficiently treated
with error correction codes therein. To compensate for packet losses in wireless
networks, packet retransmissions are needed.
Consequently, a typical problem setting in wireless broadcast is that each
receiver has only received a subset of a block of data packets, and still wants all
the remaining data packets. Efficiently recovering these missing data packets is
the design goal of coding techniques, and calls for the solving of several challenges.
A core challenge is to minimize the number of retransmissions. This is because
the number of retransmissions is inversely related to the system throughput,
which is measured by the average number of packets delivered per transmission,
and is a common alternative optimization goal to network capacity in practical
wireless systems.
Another challenge is to minimize feedback cost. Due to the presence of packet
erasures, receiver feedback must be collected for reliable data delivery [18, 19].2
For example, each receiver should at least send one Acknowledgement (ACK)
notification upon reception of all wanted packets from the current block. Oth-
erwise, the sender cannot decide when to stop sending the current block. How-
ever, it could be expensive to collect feedback in wireless networks due to the
2There are also feedback-free techniques such as forward-error-control codes. But they have
non-zero decoding error probabilities and, thus, are out of the scope of this thesis.
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bandwidth limitation of the uplink and the energy limitation of the receivers.
One such example is wireless sensor networks, where receivers are remote sensors
with very limited energy and access to the network. Therefore, the amount of
feedback should be minimized in practical implementations of wireless NC tech-
niques [18–21,21–24].
Besides throughput and feedback, the exploding demand for wireless video
streaming raises an important challenge that has been largely overlooked in wired
NC techniques, namely, minimizing average packet decoding delay (APDD). NC
packets must be decoded before being usable, which only happens after the recep-
tion of a certain number of NC packets. This incurs decoding delay of individual
data packets [18, 25]. A large APDD is acceptable for applications where data
packets are only useful as a whole (e.g., file downloading), but is undesirable or
even unacceptable when individual data packets are useful or have a hard deadline
(e.g. multi-layer image transmission and video streaming [26–28]).
Moreover, since wireless devices usually have limited energy and hardware
resources, the computational complexity of applying NC is a non-negligible aspect
in designing wireless NC techniques [29,30]. Some major sources of computational
complexity are the complexity of making coding decisions and the complexity of
performing the encoding and decoding.
In summary, optimizing throughput, APDD, feedback, and computational
complexity are the main challenges in the design of NC techniques for wireless
broadcast. Among them, throughput and APDD are the main performance met-
rics, whilst feedback and computational complexity are implementation costs. In
particular, the challenge of optimizing throughput can be solved by LNC.
Therefore, the main theme of this thesis is a comprehensive study on the
throughput and APDD optimization for wireless broadcast using LNC. Imple-
mentation costs will also be considered and minimized whenever applicable. Fol-
lowing this theme, in this thesis we will present a four-part study. In the rest of
this introduction, we will first outline the scope and structure of the thesis. We
will then review the literature, and then summarize our contributions.
Before moving on, we remark, as a side note without diving into the details,
that studying wireless NC can motivate the design of over-the-top (OTT) NC
solutions for wired networks [31]. In such solutions, NC is only applied at the
servers and sinks, and the underlying network is treated as a wireless-like media
and unaltered. Examples of commercialized products are mainly peer-to-peer
(P2P) based, such as Microsoftr Avalanche for its content distribution (e.g.,
Windows-10 updates) [32, 33] and UUUSeer for video-on-demand (VOD) [34].
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Figure 1.4: Thesis structure.
1.3 Thesis Scope and Structure
The fundamental problem addressed in this thesis is:
Problem 1.1
What is the achievable throughput and APDD performance of LNC in
wireless broadcast and how to achieve them?
In order to comprehensively solve this problem, we will study LNC’s spectrum
in terms of throughput and APDD performance, which includes the individual
limits of the two, as well as their tradeoff. To this end, we will formally model
the wireless broadcast system in Chapter 2, and then conduct a four-part study.
The thesis structure is sketched in Fig. 1.4, and is elaborated as follows:
• Chapter 3 studies the throughput and APDD performance limits of LNC,
as well as the hardness to find the optimal strategies to achieve such limits.
Our approach is to study LNC in its abstract form using mathematical
theories such as matroid theory (a branch of mathematics that captures
and generalizes linear independence in vector space [10]) and hypergraph
theory. No specific LNC techniques will be studied. Therefore, results
obtained from this chapter apply to all LNC techniques;
• Chapter 4 studies a class of LNC techniques that aim at reducing APDD.
This class is well known as instantly decodable network coding (IDNC). We
will mainly focus on a subclass called strict IDNC (S-IDNC). We will study
its throughput and APDD performance limits, compare it with the more
general class, and then develop its optimal and heuristic implementations.
7
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• Chapter 5 studies the achievable tradeoff between throughput and APDD.
By partitioning a large set of data packets into smaller ones before applying
LNC, it is possible to tune the tradeoff between throughput and APDD.
Such techniques are well-known as generation-based LNC techniques. We
will establish and study the optimal partitioning problem, develop its im-
plementations, and evaluate its performance.
• Chapter 6 studies the APDD of throughput-optimal LNC techniques.
In order to obtain general results, we will apply an abstract model of such
LNC techniques rather than specific ones. We will then develop a new
throughput-optimal LNC techniques that aims at minimizing APDD, and
compare its performance with existing ones, such as the classic random
linear network coding (RLNC).
We will then conclude the thesis in Chapter 7.
In summary, we have briefly outlined the theme of each chapter. To provide
deeper insights and to stress the contribution of this thesis, in the next section we
will review the current art of the aforementioned classes of LNC techniques, as
well as elaborate the knowledge gaps. Closing these gaps will be the main focus
of the corresponding chapter.
1.4 Network Coding for Wireless Broadcast: A
Review
To motivate the development of NC techniques for wireless broadcast, we first
briefly discuss a classic uncoded wireless retransmission technique called Automatic-
Repeat-reQuest (ARQ). When ARQ is applied, the sender retransmits in each
transmission the data packet requested by the most receivers [19].
Although easily implementable, ARQ is not throughput-optimal when there
are multiple receivers. This is because the retransmitted data packets are useless
to the receivers who have already received them. These receivers’ requests can
only be addressed in later retransmissions, which may increase the total number
of retransmissions and result in a throughput loss.
8
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1.4.1 Throughput-optimal Linear Network Coding
The iconic technique in this class is RLNC. Every RLNC packet is a random
linear combination of all data packets in a block. For a receiver who is missing w
data packets out of a block of K data packets and has received the rest, RLNC
allows this receiver to decode all its w missing data packets w.h.p. (with high
probability) upon the reception of any w RLNC packets. Hence, if this receiver
does want all its w missing data packets, which is the case in wireless broadcast,
then every RLNC packet is useful to it w.h.p. until it has decoded these w
packets. Consequently, RLNC is asymptotically throughput-optimal in wireless
broadcast.
RLNC also minimizes the amount of receiver feedback. Due to randomized
encoding, the sender does not need receivers’ packet reception state to make cod-
ing decisions. It only requires one block completion ACK from each receiver, and
will stop broadcasting the current block when all receivers have acknowledged.
However, RLNC has two drawbacks. The first one is a large APDD. Generally
speaking, none of the wanted w data packets can be decoded out until the receiver
has received at least w RLNC coded packets and has completed a block decoding
procedure. Consequently, every data packet experiences a decoding delay of at
least w. The other drawback is a high computational complexity: O(w3) to solve
a set of w linear equations. The complexity will be further increased when a large
finite field size is applied to increase the successful decoding probability.
Various efforts have been made to reduce the computational complexity of
RLNC. It has been suggested in [29] that a systematic phase is applied before
RLNC, where all data packets are broadcast uncoded once. [29] also suggested
binary coding to further reduce the computational complexity at the cost of
a graceful degradation in throughput. RLNC with random sparse coefficients
(namely, coefficients are more likely to be zeros) [35–38] have been proposed
to substantially reduce the computational complexity with graceful degradation
on the throughput. There are also throughput-optimal techniques with sparse
deterministic coefficients [39], which generate coded packets by collecting receiver
feedback after every transmission and solving a hitting-set problem.
However, to the best of out knowledge, all existing throughput-optimal LNC
techniques require block decoding in general and, thus, does not reduce APDD.
There have not been any analytical results on their APDD performance, nor any
attempts to reduce it. This is partly because APDD has not been a major design
concern of this class, and partly because their encoding process does not provide
9
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much design flexibility for APDD minimization.
To address the above two drawbacks of RLNC, another class of LNC tech-
niques was invented to enable instant packet decodings under the binary field,
which we now review.
1.4.2 Instantly Decodable Network Coding (IDNC)
Instant packet decodings refer to the case where a receiver instantly decodes a
data packet upon the reception of one NC packet. For example, in Fig. 1.2, Sink
1 (resp. Sink 2) can instantly decode x1 (resp. x2) upon the reception of x1 ⊕ x2
if it already has x2 (resp. x1).
LNC techniques that aim at providing such packet decodings are called in-
stantly decodable network coding (IDNC) [21, 26, 27, 40–46]. The idea is to send
in each transmission the binary XOR of a selected subset of data packets. Since
both coding and decoding are operated under the binary field, IDNC techniques
are also computationally friendly. Hence, IDNC techniques are very attractive
in delay-sensitive applications where the receivers have limited computational
resources, such as video streaming to mobile receivers [26,27].
The main limitation of IDNC is a generally sub-optimal throughput perfor-
mance because an instantly decodable packet to a subset of receivers may be
useless to some other receivers. It has been shown that IDNC is asymptotically
throughput-optimal if there are at most three receivers or the block size is in-
finite [26]. But the exact characterization of the throughput of IDNC with a
larger number of receivers is unknown in the literature. The other limitation is
its dependence on receiver feedback to make coding decisions.
Besides receiving instantly decodable or useless packets, a subset of receivers
may receive non-instantly decodable packets. For example, if in Fig. 1.2 there is
a Sink 3 that has not received any bit, then Sink 3 will find x1 ⊕ x2 useful (in
the sense that it contains new bits that Sink 3 does not know) but not instantly
decodable. IDNC techniques that prohibit the transmission of non-instantly de-
codable packets are called strict IDNC (S-IDNC) [40,43], whilst those allow such
packets are called general IDNC (G-IDNC) [26,27,41,42]. S-IDNC transmissions
can thus be thought of as a subset of G-IDNC transmissions.
Both G-IDNC and S-IDNC have been extensively studied [21,23,24,26,27,40–
43,47]. However, most results are heuristic, including performance analysis guided
by some developed theories, as well as implementations. The only performance
that has been optimized is the throughput of S-IDNC. However, this optimization
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requires solving an NP-hard graph coloring problem [43], and the optimal value
does not have a closed-form expression yet. Besides, there has not been any
optimization results on the APDD of S-IDNC. Similarly, the best throughput
and APDD of G-IDNC are unknown, too.
In summary, IDNC techniques trade throughput off for lower APDD by en-
coding only a subset of data packets, whilst RLNC trades APDD off for optimal
throughput by encoding all data packets together. There is another class of LNC
techniques that somewhat sits between RLNC and IDNC: in this class, RLNC
is applied to different subsets of data packets from the current block separately.
We refer to this class as generation-based LNC techniques and will review it next
for its potential in APDD reduction and achieving a better throughput-delay
tradeoff.
1.4.3 Generation-based Linear Network Coding
Generation-based LNC techniques [48–53] were first introduced to reduce the
decoding computational complexity of RLNC. The idea is to partition a block of
data packets into small generations, and then apply RLNC to these generations
separately. Consequently, each generation requires solving a smaller set of linear
equations than applying RLNC without partitioning. Decoding computational
complexity is thus reduced at the cost of a graceful degradation in throughput.
This class may also reduce APDD because data packets are now decoded per
generation rather than per whole block [53]. By tuning the generation size, it is
even possible to tune the throughput and APDD performance. However, most of
the existing results on this class do not provide much insight on APDD minimiza-
tion, partly because this is not their application focus, and partly because they
do not collect receiver feedback for partitioning. Hence, studying and optimizing
the APDD of feedback-assisted generation-based LNC is a new research topic.
1.4.4 Related Coding Techniques
Besides NC, there are also other coding techniques applicable to wireless broad-
cast. For the completeness of this literature review, we briefly remark on two
that are closely related to NC.
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Index Coding
With proper reduction, the throughput optimization problem of LNC in wireless
broadcast can be reduced to a very well studied retransmission minimization
problem of IC [11–14]. The approach is to split every receiver that wants multiple
data packets in wireless broadcast to multiple (virtual) receivers that only want
one data packet in IC.
However, APDD minimization has not been considered in the IC literature.
Moreover, most works in the IC literature assume no packet erasures, which is
generally not the case in wireless broadcast. Therefore, the problems we will solve
in this thesis are different from those in the IC literature, and may provide new
insights into the problems in the IC context.
Fountain Codes
Fountain codes (FC) [54–56] are also asymptotically throughput-optimal codes
that can work equally well in wireless broadcast as RLNC. With appropriate
pre-coding of the input data packets, FC are able to offer linear time encod-
ing and decoding complexity per data packet. However, FC are not necessarily
throughput-optimal in more complex networks with relays, because the relays
have to decode and re-encode. Moreover, FC in general do not offer as much
flexibility in the design and ease of implementation as NC, e.g., when APDD is
to be minimized.
According to the above literature review, it is clear that APDD minimization
has been largely overlooked in the literature. There has not been a comprehensive
study on it, nor any optimization or approximation techniques3 for it. Moreover,
the interplay between APDD, throughput, feedback, and computational complex-
ity has not been well understood in wireless broadcast. These gaps motivated this
thesis. In the next section, we will summary the contributions of this thesis.
1.5 Contributions
In this thesis, we will solve Problem 1.1 and close the aforementioned knowledge
gaps by applying a wide range of mathematics theories such as matroid theory,
graph theory, hypergraph theory, finite field theory, and stochastic processes. Our
main contributions are as follows:
3A technique is a β-approximation technique of APDD if its APDD performance is at most
β times of the minimum APDD.
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1. [Chapter 3] We deduce a necessary and sufficient condition for LNC to
achieve the optimal throughout of wireless broadcast under any given Fq;
2. [Chapter 3] We prove the NP-hardness of using LNC for APDD minimiza-
tion;
3. [Chapter 3] We derive closed-form lower bounds of the expected APDD
of LNC in wireless broadcast;
4. [Chapter 4] We prove that S-IDNC is not able to approximate the min-
imum APDD in general. But it is able to optimize both throughput and
APDD when there are at most three receivers. We develop optimal and
heuristic S-IDNC algorithms.
5. [Chapter 5] We establish the optimal partitioning problem and prove its
NP-hardness. We develop a heuristic partitioning algorithm that achieves
local Pareto-optimal4 throughput-delay tradeoff;
6. [Chapter 6] We prove that all throughput-optimal LNC techniques are
APDD-approximation techniques with a ratio of between 4/3 and 2. In
particular, the approximation ratio of RLNC is exactly 2;
7. [Chapter 6] We develop a throughput-optimal and APDD-approximation
LNC technique that: 1) always provides instant packet decodings; 2) has
an approximation ratio of strictly smaller than 2; 3) uses a polynomial-time
encoding algorithm; and 4) does not require intensive receiver feedback.
We also conduct extensive simulations to verify the proposed theorems and
properties, and to demonstrate the superiority of the new techniques over existing
ones. Most of the results of this thesis have been presented in academic papers,
including 7 published ones and 1 under preparation:
1. M. Yu, N. Aboutorab, P. Sadeghi,“From instantly decodable to random
linear network coded broadcast,” IEEE Trans. Comm., vol. 62, no. 11, pp.
3943–3955, 2014.
2. M. Yu, P. Sadeghi, N. Aboutorab,“Performance characterization and trans-
mission schemes for instantly decodable network coding in wireless broad-
cast,” Euro J. Advances in Signal Processing, vol. 94, 2015.
4A tradeoff between two metrics is Pareto-optimal if neither metric can be improved without
sacrificing the other one.
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3. M. Yu, P. Sadeghi, A. Sprintson,“The benefit of limited feedback to generation-
based random linear network coding in wireless broadcast,” in Proc. IEEE
Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM) Workshop , 2016.
4. M. Yu, A. Sprintson, P. Sadeghi, “On minimizing the average packet decod-
ing delay in wireless network coded broadcast,” in Proc. IEEE Int. symp.
Network Coding (NetCod), 2015.
5. M. Yu, P. Sadeghi, N. Aboutorab,“On deterministic linear network coded
broadcast and its relation to matroid theory,” in Proc. IEEE Information
Theory Workshop (ITW), 2014.
6. P. Sadeghi, M. Yu, N. Aboutorab,“On throughput-delay tradeoff of network
coding for wireless communications,” (invited paper) in Proc. IEEE Int.
Symp. Information Theory and its Applications (ISITA), 2014.
7. M. Yu, N. Aboutorab, P. Sadeghi,“Rapprochement between instantly de-
codable and random linear network coding,” in Proc. IEEE Int. Symp.
Information Theory (ISIT), 2013.
8. M. Yu, Alex Sprintson, P. Sadeghi,“On the packet decoding delay in wire-
less network coded broadcast,” to be submitted to IEEE Trans. Wireless
Comm.
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Modeling Linear Network Coded
Wireless Broadcast
In this chapter, we review how linear network coding (LNC) can be applied in
wireless broadcast systems for performance improvements. We will introduce the
basic system settings, demonstrate the general implementation of LNC, define
the performance measures, and briefly introduce two LNC techniques that aim
to optimize these measures.
2.1 System Model
2.1.1 Basic Settings
We consider a wireless broadcast system depicted in Fig. 2.1. It involves one
sender and a set of N receivers, denoted by R = {rn}Nn=1. The sender holds a
block of K data packets, denoted by P = {pk}Kk=1, and wishes to deliver them to
all receivers. All data packets are modelled as equal-length vectors over a given
finite field Fq, where q is a power of a prime. In the simplest setting, q is equal
to 2 and all data packets are sequences of binary bits.
Time is slotted. In each time slot, the sender broadcasts a packet to all
receivers. Due to imperfect wireless media, each receiver rn either misses the
packet with a probability of Pe,n, or correctly receives it with a probability of
1 − Pe,n. In other words, the wireless downlink from the sender to each receiver
rn is subject to independent and Bernoulli distributed packet erasures with an
erasure probability of Pe,n. This is a common model for wireless erasure broadcast
channels [19,21,57].
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We can think of the K data packets as the K orthogonal bases of a K-
dimensional knowledge space. A receiver is able to retrieve these K bases iff it
can reproduce this space. To this end, it will need a set of K linearly independent
vectors of this space, where each vector is either a basis or a linear combination
of the bases. In LNC context, such a combination is called a NC coded packet. It
is denoted by X and takes a form of:
X =
∑
p∈M
αkpk (2.1)
where {αk} are non-zero coding coefficients chosen from Fq, and M ⊆ P is the
set of data packets with non-zero coding coefficients. We call M the coding set
of X and call X a coded packet of M. At a high level, every LNC technique
is a method of choosing M and {αk}. Upon the reception of sufficient data and
coded packets, the K-dimensional knowledge space can be reproduced, and thus
all the K bases can be retrieved through solving linear equation(s).
2.1.2 Transmission Phases
Optimally choosing M and {αk} is trivial in the initial phase of the broadcast.
The sender can simply broadcast every data packet uncoded once using K time
slots. This phase is called the systematic transmission phase. In this phase, every
packet transmission is innovative to every receiver, where:
Definition 2.1
A (data or coded) packet is innovative to a receiver rn if it allows rn to
increase the dimension of its knowledge space by one. In other words, this
packet is linearly independent of the set of packets that rn already has.
Therefore, every transmission in this phase is throughput-optimal, where:
Definition 2.2
The transmission of a (data or coded) packet is throughput-optimal if the
packet is innovative to every receiver who is still missing packets.
Hence, throughout-optimality is achieved in the systematic transmission phase.
Due to packet erasures, by the end of the systematic transmission phase, each
receiver will have received a subset of the data packets and still want the remaining
data packets. The packet reception state of all receivers can be summarized by an
N ×K state-feedback-matrix (SFM) A, where A(n, k) = 1 means rn wants pk,
16
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Sender
r1
Pe,1
r2
Pe,2
rN
Pe,N
...
p1 p2 · · · pK
Figure 2.1: The wireless broadcast of K data packets to N receivers.
p1 p2 p3
r1 1 0 0
r2 0 0 1
r3 0 1 0
Figure 2.2: An example of state feedback matrix A
and A(n, k) = 0 means rn already has pk. The set of data packets wanted by rn
is called the Wants set of rn and is denoted by ωn. The size of ωn is denoted by
wn. The set of ωn of all receivers is denoted byW . The set of receivers who want
pk is called the Target set of pk and is denoted by τk. The size of τk is denoted
by tk. An example of SFM is demonstrated in Fig. 2.2, in which ω1 = {p1} and
τ2 = {r3}.
Although the transmission of every data packet is throughput-optimal in the
systematic transmission phase, retransmitting them after this phase will generally
incur throughput loss, as the data packets are not innovative to the receivers who
already have them. To see this, consider the following example.
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Example 2.1
Consider the SFM in Fig. 2.2. Receiver r1, r2, and r3 only want p1, p3,
and p2, respectively, and have received all the remaining data packets. Re-
transmitting {p1,p2,p3} separately will cost 3 transmissions, but a coded
packet of X = p1 ⊕ p2 ⊕ p3, where ⊕ is the binary XOR operator, will
allow all receivers to decode their missing data packets upon the reception
of X. For example, r1 can decode p1, as p1 = X ⊕ p2 ⊕ p3.
Hence, after the systematic transmission phase, the sender applies an LNC
technique and transmits coded packets until the broadcast is complete, i.e., until
all receivers have retrieved all the K data packets. These coded transmissions
constitute the second phase of the broadcast, called the coded transmission phase.
In the next chapter, we will study the achievability of throughput-optimality in
this phase.
2.1.3 Classes of Linear Network Coding Techniques
To generate the coded packet in each coded transmission, the sender needs to
select the coding set M and the coding coefficients {αk}. The way they are
selected broadly classifies LNC techniques into two types:
• Random techniques, in whichM is randomly selected from P , and/or {αk}
are randomly selected from Fq;
• Deterministic techniques, in which M and/or {αk} are deterministically
selected (from Fq for {αk}).
For example, the RLNC technique sets M = P , and chooses {αk}Kk=1 uni-
formly at random from Fq. For another example, the instantly decodable network
coding (IDNC) technique strategically choosesM, and then adds all data packets
inM together under the binary field F2. We will discuss these two techniques in
more detail by the end of this section.
2.1.4 Receiver Feedback
Some LNC techniques rely on the packet reception state of receivers to make
coding decisions. This information is accessible through receiver feedback, which
is assumed to be erasure-free and delay-free. At the minimum, both random and
deterministic LNC techniques require one round of feedback from every receiver
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after this receiver has retrieved all data packets. Upon the reception of this
feedback from all receivers, the sender can complete the broadcast of the cur-
rent block. Besides, deterministic LNC techniques require one round of feedback
immediately after the systematic transmission phase to construct the SFM. In ad-
dition, the sender may also collect feedback during the coded transmission phase.
The explicit feedback frequency of different LNC techniques will be discussed in
later chapters.
In summary, we consider a two-phase wireless broadcast of K data packets
to N receivers through wireless channels that are subject to independent packet
erasures. In the systematic transmission phase, data packets are transmitted
uncoded once. Then in the coded transmission phase, coded packets are trans-
mitted, where each is a linear combination of the data packets generated using an
LNC technique. Receivers send feedback at an appropriate frequency (depending
on the LNC technique) to assist the sender in making coding decisions. They
solve linear equation(s) to retrieve all data packets.
As demonstrated in Example 2.1, applying LNC after the systematic transmis-
sion phase can significantly improve the broadcast efficiency compared with un-
coded packet retransmission schemes, such as Automatic-Repeat-reQuest (ARQ)
[19]. In this thesis, we consider two fundamental performance measures, namely,
throughput and packet decoding delay, which are defined next.
2.2 Throughput and Decoding Delay Measures
In this section, we define the throughput and packet decoding delay measures.
For each measure we will introduce an LNC technique that aims to optimize it.
2.2.1 Throughput and RLNC
We denote by U the total number of transmissions in the coded transmission phase
in the broadcast of a block of K data packets, and call it the block completion
time (BCT). U is inversely related to throughput, because the system spends a
total of K + U transmissions to broadcast a set of K data packets, yielding a
throughput of K
K+U
packet per transmission. Hence, maximizing throughput is
equivalent to minimizing U .
In order to understand how U can be minimized, we study the decoding
condition of each receiver. In the coded transmission phase, the coded packets
each receiver rn has received can be represented by a coding coefficient matrix C:
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Definition 2.3
For a receiver rn with u received coded packets, its coding coefficient matrix
Cn is an u×K matrix under Fq, where Cn(i, k) is the coefficient of pk in
the i-th coded packet:
Cn =

α1,1 α1,2 · · · α1,K
α2,1 α2,2 · · · α2,K
...
. . . . . .
...
αu,1 αu,2 · · · αu,K

u×K
(2.2)
We can then easily prove the following decoding condition:
Condition 2.1
In order to allow rn to decode all the data packets in ωn, the set of columns
of Cn indexed by ωn must have a rank of wn.
For example, if rn wants ωn = {p1,p2,p3}, then the first three columns of
Cn must have a rank of 3, so that rn can decode {p1,p2,p3} through solving a
set of 3 linear equations.
To satisfy this condition, the number of received coded packets must satisfy
u > wn, because otherwise with u < wn rows, the rank of the columns can at
most be u, but never be wn. The minimum value of u is wn and is achieved iff
every received coded packet is innovative (defined in Definition Definition 2.1) to
rn.
Therefore, the BCT U is minimized when every receiver rn can decode all
its wn wanted data packets after receiving wn coded packets. This requires that
every transmitted coded packet must be innovative to every receiver who is still
missing packets. Consequently, we have the concept of throughput-optimal LNC
technique:
Definition 2.4
A LNC technique is throughput-optimal if the transmission of every coded
packet generated by it is throughput-optimal.
A well-known throughput-optimal LNC technique in the literature is the
RLNC technique, first introduced by Ho et. al. in their celebrated paper [6]
in 2006. Every RLNC coded packet is a random linear combination of all data
packets in P with coefficients chosen uniformly at randomly from Fq. There-
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fore, Cn is a matrix with randomly valued entries. When Fq is sufficiently large,
RLNC asymptotically ensures that any wn × wn sub-matrix of Cn has a rank of
wn. Therefore, upon the reception of any wn RLNC coded packets, every receiver
rn can decode its wn wanted data packets by solving a set of wn linear equations
provided by these wn RLNC coded packets.
Due to its random nature of coding, RLNC has an additional advantage that
it does not require intermediate feedback after the systematic transmission phase
and during the coded transmission phase. But there are two main problems in
using RLNC. The first one is high decoding computational load:
Definition 2.5
Each receiver performs Gaussian eliminations to solve linear equations. The
computational load of solving a set of w linear equations is O(w3) opera-
tions.
We can then easily show that the maximum computational load of a receiver
rn is O(w3n). This maximum is reached by RLNC because rn has to solve a set
of wn linear equations in the RLNC decoding process. Hence, RLNC requires
the highest decoding computational load among all LNC techniques. The above
decoding process also implies the second and main problem of RLNC, namely,
RLNC is inefficient in terms of packet decoding delay, which we now define.
2.2.2 Average Packet Decoding Delay (APDD) and IDNC
When LNC is applied, it is likely to be the case that a receiver has to collect
a certain number of coded packets before being able to decode any individual
data packet. This feature is acceptable if the receivers are only interested in
the block of data packets as a whole. But this is undesirable in applications
where individual data packets are useful, such as image transmissions and video
streaming [26, 28, 57]. Therefore, we are interested in the decoding delay of the
individual data packets. We measure this performance through the average packet
decoding delay (APDD), denoted by D:
D =
1
T
∑
∀n,k:An,k=1
un,k (2.3)
where un,k is the index of the coded transmission when rn decodes pk, and T =∑K
k=1 tk is the total number of targeted receivers of all data packets, which is also
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the number of “1”s in A. Note that in this thesis we do not consider ordered
packets. Thus, all the data packets have the same decoding priority.
We note that D is the overall APDD of A under a realization of the coded
transmission phase. Applying the same idea, we can also calculate the APDD
experienced by each receiver rn, denoted by Dn:
Dn =
1
wn
∑
∀k:pk∈ωn
un,k (2.4)
We further note that there are also other measures of packet decoding delay in
the literature. A common one is that a receiver experiences one unit increase of
decoding delay if it has received a coded packet, but cannot decode any new data
packet from it [58]. However, this measure does not consider the exact decoding
delay of each data packet, and thus cannot fully reflect the packet decoding delay
performance of LNC techniques. To see this, consider the following example:
Example 2.2
Consider two receivers: r1 decodes one wanted data packet in the first and
third coded transmissions, respectively, but cannot decode in the second
coded transmission; r2 decodes one wanted data packet in the second and
third coded transmissions, respectively, but cannot decode in the first coded
transmission. According to the above measure, the packet decoding delay
experienced by both r1 and r2 is 1. However, it is obvious that r1 has faster
packet decodings. If our measure is applied, the APDD of r1 and r2 is 2
and 2.5, respectively.
It is intuitive that the key to reducing D is to reduce the number of coded
packets that each receiver rn needs to collect before being able to decode individ-
ual data packets. In the best case scenario, rn can instantly decode a wanted data
packet using only one coded packet. To this end, the coding set of this coded
packet must contain only one wanted data packet of rn, i.e., |M∩ωn| = 1. A well-
known class of deterministic LNC techniques that aim at designing such coded
packets is called IDNC. The coded packet we have generated in Example 2.1 is
an IDNC coded packet.
Since receivers are able to decode by using only one coded packet, the de-
coding computational load of IDNC techniques is much lower than RLNC. Since
IDNC techniques make deterministic coding decisions, they require intermediate
feedback from receivers after the systematic transmission phase and during the
coded transmission phase. The main problem of IDNC techniques is that they
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are not necessarily throughput-optimal because there may exist a subset of re-
ceivers with their |ωn ∩M| = 0, who will find the corresponding coded packet
non-innovative.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we have established the network coded wireless broadcast system
considered in this thesis. We have also introduced the main performance measures
that will be optimized in this thesis, including block completion time U and
average packet decoding delay D. We have also shed some light on how could
they be reduced by using specific LNC techniques such as RLNC and IDNC.
However, before starting to tackle the optimization problems using any specific
LNC techniques, it is important to first understand the general performance limits
of LNC techniques in terms of U and D. Hence, in the next chapter, we will study
the minimum possible U and D that LNC techniques can achieve when there are
no packet erasure in the coded transmission phase.
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Fundamental Limits of Linear
Network Coded Wireless Broadcast
This chapter focuses on the fundamental performance limits of linear network
coding (LNC) in wireless broadcast. The two performance measures are the
block completion time U and the average packet decoding delay D defined in the
last chapter. Although U and D vary under different LNC techniques, there exist
lower bounds of U and D that no LNC technique can break. Studying the values
and achievability of these bounds is important for understanding the fundamental
limits of LNC.
To this end, we will first study the lower bounds of U and D for any given
state feedback matrix (SFM) by assuming no packet erasures in the coded trans-
mission phase. The results will also serve as fundamental limits in the presence
of random packet erasures. Then by further assuming random packet erasures,
we will derive lower bounds of the expected D, and study its relation with system
parameters, including the number of data packets and receivers and the packet
erasure probability. We will not study the expected U , as this is well understood
in the literature, e.g., by studying the distribution of U of RLNC [59] under
random packet erasures, as RLNC is able to asymptotically minimizes U .
3.1 Throughput
Given a SFM A, we denoted by Umin the minimum possible block completion
time (BCT) that LNC techniques can achieve. The value of Umin is straight-
forward: let wmax be the largest size of the Wants sets of all receivers, i.e.,
wmax , max{w1, · · · , wn}, we have that Umin = wmax because each receiver rn
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needs at least wn coded packets to decode its wn wanted data packets.
We then study the achievability of Umin under a finite field Fq by considering
the coefficient matrix of a set of Umin coded packets:
C =

α1,1 α1,2 · · · α1,K
α2,1 α2,2 · · · α2,K
...
. . . . . .
...
αUmin,1 αUmin,2 · · · αUmin,K

Umin×K
(3.1)
According to the decoding condition defined in Condition 2.1 in the last chap-
ter, a receiver rn can only decode all its wanted data packets fromC if the columns
of C indexed by ωn are linearly independent, for all n ∈ [1, N ]. Hence, the achiev-
ability of Umin is translated into the existence of some C under Fq such that its
columns satisfy some linear independence constraints imposed by W , {ωn}Nn=1.
This problem is closely related to a field in abstract mathematics called matroid
theory [60], which has been extensively used to characterize the broader index
coding problem. We will first briefly introduce matroid theory, and then develop
its connection with our problem, which is the main contribution of this section.
3.1.1 Preliminaries of Matroid Theory
A matroid M is an ordered pair (E, I). E is a finite set of elements called the
ground set. I is a family of subsets of E called independent sets. An independent
set is denoted by I and its rank is equal to its cardinality, i.e., r(I) = |I|, where
r(·) is a rank function. A maximal independent set is called a basis. All bases of
a matroid have the same size and rank. Their rank is also the rank of M , denoted
by rM . On the other hand, all the subsets of E not in I are dependent sets. The
meaning of independence can be visualized through a representation of matroid
called matrix matroid.
Definition 3.1
An rM × |E| matrix C over Fq represents a matroid M(E, I) and is called
a matrix matroid if the columns of C indexed by any I ∈ I are linearly
independent, and those not indexed by I are linearly dependent.
A matroid is q-representable if it has a matrix representation C over Fq.
Example 1. Consider a matroid M with E = {1, 2, 3} and I = {1, 2, 3, (1, 2), (2, 3)}.
Its bases are (1, 2) and (2, 3). Its rank is thus rM = 2. M is 2−representable by
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1 0 1
0 1 0
C =
Figure 3.1: The matrix representation of a matroid with E = {1, 2, 3} and I =
{1, 2, 3, (1, 2), (2, 3)}.
the 2× 3 binary matrix C in Fig. 3.1(a), because column sets (1,2) and (2,3) are
linearly independent sets according to I, while (1,3) is a dependent set.
There is a special type of matroid called uniform matroid, denoted by U rMK .
It is a matroid that 1) has K elements, 2) has a rank of rM , and 3) every size-rM
subset of the elements is a basis.
3.1.2 Achievability of Umin v.s. Matroid Representability
Recall that Umin is achieved iff there exists a Umin ×K matrix C under Fq such
that its columns indexed by any ωn ∈ W are linearly independent. Compare this
condition with the definition of matrix matroid, we reach the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1:
A sufficient condition for the achievability of Umin under Fq is that the
uniform matroid UUminK is q-representable. This condition becomes also
necessary if W contains all the bases of UUminK .
Proof. This theorem holds because the I of UUminK contains all the size-1 to size-
Umin subsets of the K elements. Since every receiver rn wants at most Umin out
of K data packets, we have ωn ∈ I for every n ∈ [1, N ], indicating that the
decoding condition on C required by rn can be satisfied by the matrix matroid
of UUminK . Moreover, if every set of Umin data packets are wanted by a different
receiver, then W contains all the bases of UUminK . In this case, the only C that
achieves Umin is the matrix matroid of U
Umin
K .
Example 2. Uniform matroid U24 has a ground set E = {1, 2, 3, 4} and a rank of
2. Every one-element and two-element subset of E is an independent set. Con-
sider an SFM with K = 4 data packets and N = 6 receivers. Each receiver wants
a different pair of two data packets, and thus Umin = 2. Both the representability
of U24 and the achievability of Umin requires a 2× 4 matrix C such that every two
columns of C are linearly independent. This implies that all the 4 columns must
be distinct.
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Table 3.1: UUminK is q-representable iff K 6 K ′.
Umin K
′ restriction on q
1 no no
2 q + 1 no
3
q + 1 q odd
q + 2 q even
Umin K
′ restriction on q
4
5 q 6 3
q + 1 q > 4
5
6 q > 4
q + 1 q > 5
This requirement is not feasible under the binary field F2, because there are
only 3 distinctive length-2 non-zero columns under F2 as shown below. Conse-
quently, the 4-th column must repeat a previous column, which fails the require-
ment. Hence, U24 is not 2-representable and Umin cannot be achieved over F2.
On the other hand, U24 is q-representable over any q > 3, and thus Umin can be
achieved as well.
C =
[
0 1 1 ?
1 0 1 ?
]
(3.2)
Theorem 3.1 indicates that the achievability of Umin under Fq can be trans-
lated into the q-representability of uniform matroid UUminK . However, this problem
is largely open: studies on the q-representability of UUminK is only complete for
Umin 6 5 [60], with results summarized in Table 3.1. For other values of Umin,
it is not clear under what Fq UUminK is q-representable. Moreover, there has not
been a polynomial-time algorithm that optimally finds the matrix representation
of a matroid [60].
Despite the openness of the problem, all existing results support a general
conjecture that uniform matroids are more likely to be representable over large
Fq. For example, the well known maximum distance separation (MDS) conjecture
in coding theory argues, after some translation [61], that q > K − 1.
Therefore, the achievability of Umin is an open problem in general and does not
have an optimal algorithm for its solutions. But Umin could be asymptotically
achieved over large Fq. For example, random linear network coding (RLNC)
chooses coding coefficients uniformly at random from a sufficiently large Fq, so
that in the Umin × K coefficient matrix of any Umin coded packets, any Umin
columns are linearly independent with a high probability [6].
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3.2 Average Packet Decoding Delay
Given a SFM A, we denoted by Dmin the minimum average packet decoding
delay (APDD) that LNC can achieve even without packet erasures. Unlike Umin,
the value of Dmin has not been studied in the literature. In this section, we will
prove that it is NP-hard to find and achieve Dmin. We will then study the best D
that LNC techniques can be expected to achieve on average under random packet
erasures.
For the proof of the NP-hardness of finding and achieving Dmin, our approach
is to first derive a lower bound of Dmin, then prove the NP-hardness of achiev-
ing this lower bound. This result will indicate the NP-hardness of finding Dmin,
because otherwise by finding Dmin, we can immediately determine the achievabil-
ity of the lower bound. The NP-hardness of finding Dmin will further indicate
that it is NP-hard to achieve Dmin, because otherwise by achieving it, we can
immediately find its value.
We start with presenting our newly developed lower bound on D, which can
only be achieved by a perfect LNC solution.
3.2.1 The Perfect LNC Solution
A set of ordered coded packets {Xu}Uu=1 is called an LNC solution and is denoted
by S if, upon the reception of all these coded packets, every receiver can decode
all its wanted data packets. Then,
Definition 3.2
An LNC solution S is called a perfect solution and is denoted by Sp if it al-
lows every receiver rn to decode a wanted data packet in every transmission,
until rn has decoded all its wanted data packets.
According to its definition, Sp is throughput-optimal, for every transmission
is throughput-optimal. More importantly, Sp offers the ideal packet decodings.
Its average packet decoding delay (APDD), denoted by D0, is thus a lower bound
on Dmin, and is calculated as:
D0 =
1∑N
n=1wn
N∑
n=1
wn∑
u=1
u (3.3)
=
∑N
n=1w
2
n
2
∑N
n=1wn
+
1
2
, (3.4)
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p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
r1 1 1 1 0 0 0
r2 0 0 1 1 1 0
r3 1 0 0 0 1 1
(a) A
v1
v2
v3 v4 v5
v6
e1
e2
e3
(b) H
Figure 3.2: The hypergraph model H of an SFM A
It is clear that D0 can only be achieved if Sp exists. The natural question in
this context is: Does a perfect solution Sp exist for a given SFM A? In the next
subsection, by using a reduction from the strong hypergraph coloring problem,
we will prove that this question is NP-complete to answer.
3.2.2 The Hardness of APDD Minimization: A Hyper-
graph Coloring Approach
A hypergraph H is defined by a pair (V , E), where V is the set of vertices, and
E is the set of hyperedges. Every hyperedge e ∈ E is a subset of V with size
|e| > 1. H can be used to model the packet reception instance. For each data
packet pk we generate a vertex vk ∈ V , and for each receiver rn we generate a
hyperedge en ∈ E that is incident to the vertices/packets wanted by rn, i.e., let
en = ωn. An example of SFM and its hypergraph model are demonstrated in
Fig. 3.2. Similarly, given any hypergraph H, we can also generate an SFM A.
Hence, there is a bijection between A and H.
We then introduce some related concepts from the hypergraph theory. A
hypergraph is r−uniform if the size of all hyperedges is r, i.e., |e| = r for every
e ∈ E . A size-k strong coloring of H is a partition of V into k subsets {Vi}ki=1,
such that |Vi ∩ e| 6 1 for every e ∈ E . In other words, if we assign k colors to
{Vi}ki=1, respectively, every color appears at most once in every hyperedge. It
can be proved (given in Appendix A) that the hypergraph coloring problem is
intractable:
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Lemma 3.1:
It is NP-complete to determine whether an r−uniform hypergraph is size-r
strong colorable or not, for any r > 3.
This lemma indicates the hardness of finding Sp:
Corollary 3.1:
It is NP-complete to determine whether there exists a perfect solution for
a given A.
Proof. Here we only need to prove that an r-uniform hypergraph is size-r strong
colorable iff there exists a perfect LNC solution of the corresponding A, in
which every receiver wants r data packets. If this is proved, then according
to Lemma 3.1, it is NP-complete to determine the existence of a perfect solution
for such A. This will indicate that the problem is NP-complete under general A.
First, we prove that a size-r strong coloring {Vi}ri=1 of H implies a perfect
solution Sp of A. Since for every hyperedge it holds that |en| = r and there are r
colors, we have |Vi ∩ en| = 1. Let {Mi}ri=1 be the sets of packets corresponding
to {Vi}ri=1. Then, we have |Mi ∩ ωn| = 1 for every receiver rn. Hence, the linear
sum of all data packets from Mi is a coded packet Xi that allows every receiver
to immediately decode a wanted data packet. Therefore, {Xi}ri=1 together form
a perfect solution Sp of A.
Next, we prove that a perfect solution Sp of A implies a size-r strong coloring
{Vi}ri=1 of H. Since every receiver wants r data packets, Sp contains r coded
packets {Xi}ri=1. In order to allow every receiver to decode one wanted data
packet from Xi, the coding set Mi of Xi must contain exactly one wanted data
packet of every receiver, i.e., |Mi ∩ ωn| = 1. Let {Vi}ri=1 be the sets of vertices
corresponding to {Mi}ri=1, it holds that |Vi ∩ en| = 1 for every hyperedge. Thus,
{Vi}ri=1 is a size-r strong coloring of H.
Therefore, a size-r strong coloring of an r-uniform hypergraph is equivalent
to a perfect solution of the corresponding A. Then according to Lemma 3.1,
Corollary 3.1 is true.
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Example 3.1
The SFM in Fig. 3.2(a) has a perfect solution that contains three coded
packets: X1 = p1 ⊕ p4, X2 = p2 ⊕ p5, and X3 = p3 ⊕ p6, where ⊕ is the
binary XOR operator. Then, by coloring {v1,v4}, {v2,v5}, and {v3,v6}
in the corresponding hypergraph H using three different colors, we obtain
a size-3 strong coloring of H, as shown in Fig. 3.2(b).
Since D0 can only be achieved by a perfect solution Sp, an optimal algorithm
that finds Dmin will be able to determine the existence of a perfect solution
through comparing Dmin with D0. According to Corollary 3.1, this decision is
NP-complete to make, and thus it is NP-hard to find Dmin:
Theorem 3.2
It is NP-hard to find Dmin for a given SFM A.
This theorem also indicates that there is no network coding technique that
can achieve Dmin using a deterministic polynomial-time coding algorithm unless
P=NP.
3.2.3 APDD Approximation
Since Dmin is NP-hard to achieve, we are interested in its approximation. An
LNC technique is said to be a β-approximation technique of Dmin if its APDD is
at most β (inclusive) times of Dmin. Such a technique, upon its existence, will be
highly appreciated for providing guaranteed APDD performance.
However, being able to approximate Dmin is not sufficient. In practice, the
minimum APDD of LNC varies under different packet erasure patterns. A
stronger approximation technique should be able to approximate the minimum
APDD of LNC under any packet erasure patterns. But since there are poten-
tially infinite number of such patterns, it is impossible to examine all of them
in a brute-force manner. Instead, it is more meaningful to study the minimum
expected APDD under any given packet erasure probability and define APDD-
approximation techniques as follows:
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Definition 3.3
An LNC technique is said to be a β-approximation technique of the APDD
minimization problem if for any given SFM A and any packet erasure
probability {Pe,n}Nn=1 > 0, the expected APDD using this technique is at
most β times of the minimum expected APDD of LNC.
Due to the NP-hardness of finding Dmin when {Pe,n}Nn=1 = 0, it is also NP-
hard to find the minimum APDD of LNC under a more general setting on packet
erasure probabilities. To solve this problem, in the next subsection we will derive
lower bounds of the minimum expected APDD of LNC. These bounds will serve as
the APDD performance limits of LNC under wireless broadcast, and will also help
with verifying APDD-approximation techniques. This is because if a technique’s
APDD is at most β times of the lower bound, then its approximation ratio is at
most β.
3.2.4 Lower bounds of the Expected APDD
In this subsection, we derive lower bounds of the minimum expected APDD of all
LNC techniques under random packet erasures. To this end, we will extend the
concept of “perfect LNC solution” to “perfect LNC technique”, and study what
APDD performance can be expected from this perfect technique under random
packet erasures. The results will serve as lower bounds of the expected APDD of
all LNC techniques. In particular, we are interested in two types of expectations:
• The expected APDD of a given SFM using LNC. The expectation will be the
APDD averaged over all possible erasure patterns in the coded transmission
phase;
• The overall expected APDD of the wireless broadcast system using LNC.
The expectation will be the APDD averaged over all possible erasure pat-
terns in both the systematic and coded transmission phases. The resultant
expected APDD will reflect the overall APDD performance in terms of sys-
tem parameters, including the number of data packets K, the number of
receivers N , and the packet erasure probabilities {Pe,n}Nn=1.
We first extend the concept of perfect LNC solution to the concept of perfect
LNC technique under random packet erasures.
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Definition 3.4
A perfect LNC technique allows every receiver to decode a wanted data
packet whenever this receiver successfully receives a coded packet generated
using this technique.
. Similar to the perfect LNC solution, a perfect LNC technique is also
throughput-optimal, and also offers the ideal packet decodings.
In order to derive the expected APDD of all receivers when the perfect LNC
technique is applied, we first derive the expected APDD of a single receiver. Let
Dn denote the APDD of receiver rn under an arbitrary erasure pattern when
the perfect LNC technique is applied in the coded transmission phase. (Here
the underline means lowed bound.) Then, by averaging over all possible erasure
patterns, we obtain the expected Dn of rn, which is given in the following theorem.
Lemma 3.2
When coded transmissions are subject to random packet erasures with a
probability of Pe,n, the expected Dn of a receiver rn who wants wn data
packets is:
E[Dn|when rn wants wn data packets] =
wn + 1
2(1− Pe,n) (3.5)
Its proof is given in Appendix B. In the rest of this subsection, we will simplify
the notation for such conditional expectations to a form of E[a|(b, c, · · · )], which
stands for the expectation of variable a when the values of variables b, c, · · · are
given. For example, the expectation in (3.5) can be simplified to E[Dn|wn].
By applying this lemma, we can immediately obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3
Let E[D|{wn}Nn=1] be the expected APDD of a given SFM A when the
perfect LNC technique is applied, where {wn}N1 are known from A. Then,
E[D|{wn}Nn=1] =
∑N
n=1
w2n+wn
2(1−Pe,n)∑N
n=1wn
(3.6)
This is a lower bound of the expected APDD of A when LNC is applied.
Proof. The APDD of an SFM can be calculated as the weighted average of the
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APDD of each receiver:
E[D|{wn}Nn=1] =
E[D1|w1] · w1 + E[D2|w2] · w2 + · · ·+ E[DN |wN ] · wN
w1 + w2 + · · ·+ wN
=
∑N
n=1
w2n+wn
2(1−Pe,n)∑N
n=1wn
Since the perfect LNC technique minimizes the expected APDD of every receiver,
it also minimizes the expected APDD of the SFM.
Then, by noting that the SFM A itself is the consequence of random packet
erasures in the systematic transmission phase, it is possible to derive the expec-
tation of E[D|{wn}Nn=1], i.e., E[E[D|{wn}Nn=1]], by averaging over all possible A.
The result is a more general lower bound:
Theorem 3.4
Given system parameters K, N , and Pe, the overall APDD performance of
the perfect LNC technique is E[D], where
E[D] =
1
2(1− Pe)
(
1 + E
[∑N
n=1w
2
n∑N
n=1wn
])
, {wn}Nn=1 ∼ B(K,Pe) (3.7)
≈ KPe − Pe + 2
2− 2Pe , when N is sufficiently large (3.8)
This is a lower bound of the minimum expected APDD of LNC techniques.
Here (3.7) is obtained by letting {Pe,n} = Pe in (3.6) and taking the expec-
tation. Each wn follows a binomial distribution of B(K,Pe) because the packet
erasures follow a Bernoulli distribution defined by Pe. We will prove in Appendix
E that E
[∑N
n=1 w
2
n∑N
n=1 wn
]
≈ KPe−Pe + 1 when N is sufficiently large, which will prove
the estimation in (3.8).
According to (3.8), our proposed lower bound is independent of the number
of receivers. This observation is confirmed by our simulations. The results for
K = 15 data packets, N ∈ [5, 100] receivers, and packet erasure probabilities
of {Pe,n}Nn=1 = 0.2 are shown in Fig. 3.3, which also affirm the accuracy of the
proposed estimation.
We also note that, although the above theorem is derived by assuming a
homogeneous packet erasure probability of {Pe,n}n1 = Pe, the result can be easily
extended to heterogeneous cases: when packet erasure probabilities are different
among receivers, we can apply the smallest (resp. largest) probabilities to derive
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Figure 3.3: The accuracy of the proposed estimation of the lower bound of APDD.
a lower (resp. upper) bound of E[D]. The results will also be independent of the
number of receivers.
3.3 Conclusion
In conclusion, in this chapter we have shown that 1) it is an open problem to
determine the achievability of the minimum block completion time (BCT) Umin
for a given Fq; and 2) it is NP-hard to achieve the minimum APDD Dmin. We
have also derived two lower bounds of the minimum expected APDD of LNC.
Motivated by these results, in the rest of this thesis we will design and study LNC
techniques that can efficiently reduce APDD with graceful or no degradation in
BCT.
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Instantly Decodable Network
Coding
In the last chapter, we proposed the concept of perfect LNC solution, which
allows every receiver to instantly decode a wanted data packet in each coded
transmission, and thus minimizes the APDD. However, it is NP-complete to
even determine whether a perfect LNC solution exists or not. Therefore, it is
desirable if at least a subset of receivers can instantly decode a wanted data
packet in each coded transmission. This feature is achieved by a class of LNC
techniques called instantly decodable network coding (IDNC). In this chapter, we
will provide a comprehensive study on IDNC, such as its optimal performance,
optimal/heuristic algorithms, and packet transmission schemes. Our main focus
will be a sub-class called strict IDNC (S-IDNC). We will also compare S-IDNC
with a more general class, namely, generalized IDNC (G-IDNC).
4.1 Introduction
IDNC techniques enable instant packet decodings by sending carefully generated
coded packets, each being the binary sum of a selected subset of data packets.
Since both coding and decoding are operated under F2, IDNC techniques are
also computationally friendly. Hence, IDNC techniques are very attractive in
delay-sensitive applications with limited computational resources , such as video
streaming to mobile receivers [26,27].
IDNC coded packets may have three different types of decodability at different
receivers. Consider the state-feedback-matrix (SFM) A in Fig. 4.1. There are 3
data packets, {p1,p2,p3}, and 3 receivers, {r1, r2, r3}. r1 wants all the 3 data
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packets. r2 has received p1 and wants p2 and p3. r3 has received p1 and p2 and
wants p3. Denote by
⊕
the binary XOR operation. An IDNC coded packet of
p1⊕p2: 1) is non-instantly decodable to r1, as it contains 2 wanted data packets
of r1; 2) is instantly decodable to r2, as it contains 1 wanted data packet of r2;
3) is non-innovative to r3, as it contains no wanted data packets of r3.
p1 p2 p3
r1 1 1 1
r2 0 1 1
r3 0 0 1
Figure 4.1: An instance of SFM
The restriction on non-instantly decodable packets separates IDNC techniques
into two variations. The first one, called S-IDNC [40,43,62], prohibits the trans-
missions of non-instantly decodable packets to any receiver. Effectively, each
coded packet can include at most one wanted data packet of every receiver. The
second one, called G-IDNC, removes this restriction for more coding opportuni-
ties.
Therefore, S-IDNC can be thought of as a sub-class of G-IDNC, in the sense
that every valid S-IDNC coded packet is also a valid G-IDNC coded packet. Al-
though G-IDNC has been extensively studied under various wireless broadcast
settings, including basic ones [12,58,58,63–68] and those with limited/lossy feed-
back [23,24] or with hard deadline [41], most developed algorithms are heuristics.
The optimal G-IDNC in terms of throughput and APDD are still unknown or
intractable due to prohibitively large computational complexity. Hence in this
chapter, we aim to understand the performance limits and optimal implementa-
tions of a sub-class of G-IDNC, namely, S-IDNC. This will provide new insights
into the more general G-IDNC class.
So far, studies on performance limits and implementations of S-IDNC have
been quite limited in both breath and depth. S-IDNC was graphically modeled
in [43], which also proved that the minimum clique partition solution of the asso-
ciated graph can be a S-IDNC solution that minimizes the block completion time
(BCT). However, this solution does not take into account the APDD performance
and the robustness of coded transmissions to erasures. S-IDNC has shown to be
asymptotically throughput optimal when there are up to three receivers or when
the number of data packets approaches infinity [26], but the general relation be-
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tween the throughput of S-IDNC and system parameters, such as the number
of data packets and receivers and the values of packet erasure probabilities, has
not been characterized before. In addition and to the best of our knowledge,
the minimum APDD of S-IDNC is still unknown. Moreover, although G-IDNC
schemes dealing with limited/lossy feedback has been developed [23, 24], there
have not been S-IDNC transmission schemes that can work with intermittent re-
ceiver feedback, but only some studies for certain G-IDNC with heuristic results.
Another unaddressed problem is a systematic performance comparison between
S-IDNC and G-IDNC.
In this chapter, we study the above problems and provide the following con-
tributions:
1. We characterize the throughput performance limits of S-IDNC. Specifically,
we derive a closed-form expression for its expected minimum BCT in terms
of the number of packets and receivers and their erasure probabilities;
2. We prove that it is NP-hard to minimize the APDD of S-IDNC. We prove
that S-IDNC is not an APDD-approximation technique in general, but is
the perfect LNC technique that minimizes both BCT and APDD when
there are at most three receivers;
3. We introduce the concept of packet multiplicity, which measures the robust-
ness of data packets against packet erasures. We develop optimal/heuristic
algorithms that find S-IDNC solutions with the optimal/very good BCT
and with high packet multiplicities. These solutions perform as well or
better than the minimum clique partition solution found in [43]. We also
design S-IDNC transmission schemes under full and intermittent receiver
feedback.
4. We also provide new results on the relation between S-IDNC and G-IDNC.
For example, we prove the equivalence between the chromatic number of S-
and G-IDNC graphs.
4.2 Modeling IDNC
The broadcast starts with the systematic transmission phase, during which all
data packets in the packet block P are broadcast uncoded once. Then IDNC
techniques are applied in the coded transmission phase. Each IDNC coded packet
is the binary sum of the data packets in a selected coding set M ⊆ P , i.e.,
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p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
r1 1 0 0 0 1 1
r2 0 1 0 0 0 1
r3 0 0 1 1 1 0
r4 0 0 0 1 0 1
r5 0 0 1 0 1 0
(a) SFM A
1
2
3 4
5
6
(b) S-Graph Gs
v1,1
v2,2
v3,3
v5,3
v3,4
v4,4 v1,5
v3,5
v5,5
v1,6
v2,6
v4,6
(c) G-Graph Gg
Figure 4.2: An example of SFM and its S- and G-IDNC graphs. Vertices repre-
senting different data packets are colored differently.
X =
⊕
pk∈M pk. X has three possible types of decodability at the receivers
{rn}Nn=1:
Definition 4.1
1. An IDNC coded packet X is instantly decodable to receiver rn if its
M contains exactly one data packet from the Wants set ωn of rn, i.e.,
if |M ∩ ωn| = 1.
2. An IDNC coded packet X is non-instantly decodable to receiver rn
if itsM contains two or more data packets from the Wants set ωn of
rn, , i.e., if |M ∩ ωn| > 1.
3. An IDNC coded packet X is non-innovative for receiver rn if its
M contains no data packets from the Wants set ωn of rn, , i.e.,
if |M ∩ ωn| = 0. Otherwise, it is innovative.
S-IDNC prohibits the transmission of any non-instantly decodable coded pack-
ets to any receiver. In other words, every coded packet is either instantly decod-
able or non-innovative to each receiver. This restriction implies that any two data
packets wanted by the same receiver cannot be coded together. We thus have the
concept of conflicting and non-conflicting data packets:
Definition 4.2
Two data packets pi and pj conflict if at least one receiver wants both of
them, i.e., if ∃n : {pi,pj} ⊆ ωn. Otherwise they do no conflict.
A S-IDNC coding set is thus a set of pairwise non-conflicting data packets.
The conflicting state between all data packets can be represented by an undi-
rected graph Gs(V , E). Each vertex vi ∈ V represents a data packet pi. Two
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vertices vi and vj are connected by an edge ei,j ∈ E if pi and pj do not conflict.
Thus, every complete subgraph of Gs, a.k.a., a clique, represents a S-IDNC coding
set. In the rest of the chapter, we will use the terms “coding set” and “clique”
interchangeably, and denote both by M.
The main limitation of S-IDNC is that a coded packet which is instantly
decodable to a large subset of receivers may be prohibited because it is non-
instantly decodable to a small subset of receivers. In the second type of IDNC,
called generalized IDNC (G-IDNC), the restriction on non-instantly decodable
packets is removed for more coding opportunities.1
G-IDNC can also be graphically modeled [63]. The difference is that, in the
G-IDNC graph Gg(V , E), a data packet pk wanted by different receivers are indi-
vidually represented by different vertices vn,k, for all A(n, k) = 1. Consequently,
the number of vertices in Gg is equal to the number of “1”s in A. Two vertices
vm,i and vn,j are connected by an edge if: 1) i = j, or 2) if pi /∈ ωn and pj /∈ ωm.
In the first case, pi = pj, and thus by sending pi both rm and rn can decode
their identical wanted data packet. In the second case, by sending pi ⊕ pj, rm
and rn can decode pi and pj, respectively, because they already have pj and pi,
respectively. Similar to S-IDNC, every clique of Gg represents a G-IDNC coding
set.
We note that a S-IDNC coded packet is always a G-IDNC coded packet, but
the reverse is not necessarily true. Below is such an example:
Example 4.1
Consider the SFM and its S- and G-IDNC graphs in Fig. 4.2. The G-
IDNC graph indicates that (v1,1,v5,3,v4,4) is a clique. The corresponding
G-IDNC coding set is (p1,p3,p4), and thus Xg = p1⊕p3⊕p4 is a G-IDNC
coded packet. Xg is instantly decodable to r1, r4, r5 because they only want
one data packet from Xg. Xg is non-instantly decodable to r3 because r3
wants both p3 and p4. Xg is non-innovative for r2. Due to the existence
of r3, Xg is not a S-IDNC coded packet. The S-IDNC graph indicates that
(v1,v2,v3) is a clique. The corresponding coding set is (p1,p2,p3), and
thus Xs = p1 ⊕ p2 ⊕ p3 is a S-IDNC coded packet, which can be verified
to also correspond to clique (v1,1,v2,2,v3,3,v5,3) in the G-IDNC graph.
1In traditional G-IDNC, non-instantly decodable packets will be discarded by the receivers.
Storing such packets may further improve throughput with extra computational cost. This
problem is beyond the scope of this thesis. Please refer to [47] for a fairly recent treatment.
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We also have the notion of IDNC solution:
Definition 4.3
A set of U IDNC coding sets {Mu}Uu=1 is called an IDNC solution if, upon
the reception of the corresponding IDNC coded packets {Xu}Uu=1, every
receiver can decode all its wanted data packets. A S-IDNC solution is
denoted by Ss. A G-IDNC solution is denoted by Sg.
We further denote by Ss (resp. Sg) the set of all S-IDNC (resp. G-IDNC)
solutions of a given SFM. It holds that Ss ⊆ Sg.
Example 4.2
For the SFM in Fig. 4.2, by partitioning Gs into three disjoint
cliques, we can obtain, among others, an S-IDNC solution of
Ss = {(p1,p4), (p2,p5), (p3,p6)}. This solution is also a G-
IDNC solution obtained by partitioning the G-IDNC graph Gg into
{(v1,1,v3,4,v4,4), (v2,2,v1,5,v3,5,v5,5), (v3,3,v5,3,v1,6,v2,6,v4,6)}
We denote by Us and Ds the minimum BCT and the minimum APDD across
all S-IDNC solutions when there are no packet erasures. The definitions of Ug and
Dg for G-IDNC follow similarly. Although the actual BCT U and APDD D of
the coded transmission phase vary according to the IDNC solutions, transmission
schemes, and erasure patterns, it always holds that U > Us and D > Ds if S-
IDNC is applied. Therefore, Us and Ds reflect the performance limits of S-IDNC.
Hence, we will first study these limits in the next section, and then design S-IDNC
transmission schemes and coding algorithms in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.
4.3 Performance Limits and Properties
In this section, we study performance limits and properties of S-IDNC and com-
pare it with G-IDNC.
4.3.1 Minimum Block Completion Time
We first study the throughput limit of S-IDNC, measured by the minimum BCT
Us. It has been proved that Us is equal to the size of the minimum clique par-
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tition solution2 of Gs [43]. The S-IDNC solution corresponding to the minimum
clique partition solution is denoted by Sc = {Mu}Usu=1, where {Mu}Usu=1 are dis-
joint IDNC coding sets that together cover all data packets in P . The above
equivalence holds because of the following property:
Property 4.1
Removing any vertex from the S-IDNC graph will not change the connec-
tivity of the remaining vertices.
This property holds because vertices in Gs represent different data packets.
Due to this property, to remove all vertices from Gs (i.e., to complete the broad-
cast), at least |Sc| cliques must be removed, which yields Us = |Sc|.
According to graph theory, |Sc| is equal to the chromatic number3 χ(Gs) of the
complementary graph Gs, which has the same vertex set as Gs, but has opposite
vertex connectivity. We thus have Us = χ(Gs).
However, it is NP-hard to find the chromatic number of a given graph [69], and
thus it is NP-hard to find Us. Under this situation, bounds and approximations on
the chromatic number of a given graph have been well studied in the graph theory
literature [69–71]. They provide some insights into the Us of a given SFM. Thus,
we will not further investigate the Us of a given SFM. Instead, we are interested in
the probabilistic characterization of Us, because Gs is the consequence of random
packet erasures in the systematic transmission phase. Specifically, we address the
following problem:
Problem 4.1
What is the relation between Us and system parameters, including the num-
ber K of data packets, the number N of receivers, as well as the packet
erasure probabilities {Pe,n}Nn=1?
Under the assumption that packet erasures are independently and Bernoulli
distributed at each receiver rn with an erasure probability of Pe,n, a similar ques-
tion has already been introduced and answered for the RLNC technique. It has
been shown in [25, 72, 73] that the BCT of RLNC scales as O(ln(N)) when K
is a constant. Consequently, the throughput of RLNC vanishes with increasing
2The minimum clique partition solution of a graph G is the minimum set of disjoint cliques
of G that together cover all the vertices.
3The chromatic number of a graph G is the minimum number of colors to color the vertices
so that any two connected vertices have different colors.
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number of receivers N . To prevent zero throughput, it has been proved in [74]
that K should scale faster than ln(N).
Since the throughput of RLNC is optimal, it cannot be exceeded by the
throughput of S-IDNC. Hence, we can infer that the throughput of S-IDNC should
also follow a vanishing behavior with increasing N . However, its rate and specific
dependence on system parameters have not been characterized in the literature.
In this subsection, we answer this question through the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1
The mean of the minimum BCT E[Us] over all possible SFMs is a function of
the block size K, the number of receivers N , and packet erasure probability
{Pe,n}Nn=1:
E[Us] = −K
(
1
2
+ o(1)
) N∑
n=1
logK(1− P 2e,n) (4.1)
where o(1) is a small term that approaches zero with increasing K.
Proof. Our approach is to model the complementary S-IDNC graph Gs as a ran-
dom graph with i.i.d. edge generating probability. Recall that two vertices in
Gs are connected if the two data packets conflict, i.e., if at least one receiver has
missed both packets. Therefore, the generating probability of every edge, denoted
by Pc, is calculated as:
Pc = 1−
N∏
n=1
(1− P 2e,n), (4.2)
Then, the key is to prove that different edges are generated independently. We
first consider the independence between two adjacent edges. Without loss of
generality let us consider the generation of e1,2 and e1,3, two edges that are
adjacent via v1, and are incident to v2 and v3, respectively. We denote by P (e1,2)
the probability that e1,2 is generated. It holds that P (e1,2) = P (e1,3) = Pc in
(4.2). We further denote by P (e1,2|v1) the probability that e1,2 is generated
conditioned on that v1 is generated. We then argue the following relations:
1. P (e1,2,v1) = P (e1,2), because the generating of e1,2 already indicates that
v1 is generated. Similarly, we also have P (e1,3,v1) = P (e1,3);
2. P (v1|e1,2, e1,3) = 1 because of the same reason as above;
3. P (e1, e2|v1) = P (e1|v1) · P (e2|v1), because if v1 is already generated, the
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generating of e1 (resp. e2) only depends on whether p2 (resp. p3) is wanted
by some of the receivers who want p1. Since wanting p2 and p3 are indepen-
dent events for every receiver, the generating of e1 and e2 is independent
conditioned on that v1 is generated;
4. P (v1)
2 ≈ P (v1) ≈ 1, and the accuracy increases quickly with increasing
number of receivers N . This is because P (v1) is the probability that at
least one receiver has missed p1 in the systematic transmission phase. It
has a value of 1 − ∏Nn=1(1 − Pe,n), which quickly approaches to 1 with
increasing N .
Then, to prove that e1,2 and e1,3 are generated independently, we only need to
show that P (e1,2, e1,3) = P (e1,2) · P (e1,3):
P (e1,2, e1,3) =
P (e1,2, e1,3|v1) · P (v1)
P (v1|e1,2, e1,3) (4.3)
= P (e1,2|v1) · P (e1,3|v1) · P (v1)
≈ P (e1,2|v1) · P (e1,3|v1) · P (v1)2
= P (e1,2,v1) · P (e1,3,v1)
= P (e1,2) · P (e1,3),
where (4.3) follows Bayes’ rule. Hence, the generation of e1,2 and e1,3 are asymp-
totically independent of each other.
On the the other hand, it is intuitive that two disjoint edges in Gs are generated
independently. Therefore, we can assume that all edges in Gs are generated
independently.
Consequently, Gs can be modeled as an Erdo˜s-Re´nyi random graph [75], which
has K vertices and i.i.d. edge generating probability of Pc. Fig. 4.3 compares the
mean number of edges (with a value of K(K − 1)/2 ·Pc) of our proposed random
graph model and the simulated average number of edges in Gs. Our model shows
virtually no deviation under all considered values of N and K.
From graph theory, given K and Pc, almost every random graph Gs has a
chromatic number of [76]:
χ(Gs) = K
logK
(
1
2
+ o(1)
)
log
1
1− Pc . (4.4)
Since Us = χ(Gs), the above value is the mean of Us. By substituting (4.2) into
(4.4) we obtain (4.1).
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Figure 4.3: The mean and simulated number of edges in Gs when {Pe,n}Nn=1 = 0.2
and K ∈ [20, 100].
Theorem 4.1 has the following important corollary:
Corollary 4.1
The mean of the minimum BCT E[Us] of S-IDNC increases almost linearly
with the number of receivers when all receivers experience similar packet
erasure probabilities.
This corollary can be proved by letting {Pe,n}Nn=1 = Pe, which will transform
(4.1) into a linear function of N . We can thus conclude that the throughput of
S-IDNC degrades linearly with increasing number of receivers. Such degradation
on throughput is common among linear network coding techniques that primarily
aim to reduce packet decoding delay [20].
4.3.2 Minimum APDD
Unlike Us, to the best of our knowledge there is no existing hardness result on
finding the minimum APDD Ds of S-IDNC. In this subsection, we address it
through the following theorem and then propose an upper bound on Ds.
Theorem 4.2
It is NP-hard to find the minimum APDD Ds of S-IDNC.
This theorem holds because the perfect LNC solution Sp we have proposed in
the last chapter is indeed a perfect S-IDNC solution, which offers the minimum
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possible APDD D0 over all LNC techniques. If it is not NP-hard to find Ds, then
by comparing Ds with D0, we can easily determine the existence of Sp, which
contradicts the fact that it is NP-complete to determine the existence of Sp.
In addition, we can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3
S-IDNC is not an APDD-approximation technique in general.
Proof. We prove this theorem by providing a counter example.
Consider an instance that has a set of K data packets, and for every pair
of two data packets there is a receiver that wants both of them. This implies
a conflict between every pair of data packets. Hence, all K data packets must
be broadcast uncoded, which requires a BCT of K. The resulted APDD is thus
Ds = (K + 1)/2.
On the other hand, since every receiver only wants two data packets, by
applying a throughput-optimal LNC technique such as RLNC, the BCT will be
2 and, thus, the APDD will also be 2. Hence, the ratio between the APDD of
S-IDNC and the minimum is at least (K + 1)/4, which increases with K and,
thus, is unbounded in this instance. This contradicts with the requirement that
an APDD-approximation technique must provide a maximum ratio of β, where
β is a constant.
We note that the term “in general” in the above theorem means that the
statement is only true if no additional conditions are applied. Under certain
parameter settings, however, S-IDNC is able to achieve the minimum APDD of
LNC techniques:
Theorem 4.4
When there are at most three receivers, S-IDNC technique is a perfect LNC
technique that minimizes both BCT and APDD.
Proof. It has been proved in [26] that S-IDNC is throughput-optimal when there
are at most three receivers. In this case, every S-IDNC packet is innovative to
every receiver. Since every innovative S-IDNC packet is instantly decodable, S-
IDNC allows every receiver to decode a wanted data packet in every transmission.
According to Definition 3.4, S-IDNC is a perfect LNC technique in this case.
The proof of Theorem 4.3 indicates that S-IDNC is unable to approximate the
minimum APDD mainly because of its large BCT. This motivates us to design
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S-IDNC implementations that minimize its BCT. Before we move on, we would
like to compare the performance limits of S-IDNC with G-IDNC.
4.3.3 S-IDNC vs. G-IDNC
In this subsection, we address the following problem:
Problem 4.2
How does S-IDNC compare with G-IDNC?
We first note that the NP-hardness of finding Ds also holds for Dg. This is
because the perfect S-IDNC solution Sp is also the best possible G-IDNC solution.
For the throughput, we first present an equivalence between S- and G-IDNC
graphs (proved in Appendix C):
Theorem 4.5:
The minimum clique partition solutions of S-IDNC and G-IDNC graphs
have the same size. In other words, χ(Gs) = χ(Gg).
This theorem, together with Corollary 4.1, indicates that χ(Gg) also increases
almost linearly with N when all receivers experience similar erasure probabilities.
However, the above theorem does not imply Us = Ug. This is because G-IDNC
does not have Property 4.1. Explicitly, by removing a vertex from Gg, more
edges and larger cliques may be generated, and thus minimum BCT Ug can be
smaller than χ(Gg) of the original G-IDNC graph Gg [64]. One such example is
demonstrated in the Appendix D. We thus have Ug 6 Us. We note, however,
that a systematic way of finding Ug other than brute-force search remains open.
4.4 S-IDNC Transmission Schemes
Given an SFM after the systematic transmission phase, the simplest transmis-
sion scheme for the coded transmission phase is to first find a S-IDNC solution
Ss = {Mu}Uu=1, and then transmit the corresponding coded packets {Xu}Uu=1 re-
peatedly until all receivers have decoded all wanted data packets. However, this
scheme is inefficient, because it ignores the online coding opportunities emerging
during the coded transmission phase. In order to access such opportunities and
make online coding decisions, the sender must regularly collect feedback from the
receivers about their packet reception state. We consider transmission schemes
with two different types of feedback frequency, namely:
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1. fully-online feedback: feedback is collected after every coded transmission.
However, this could be costly in wireless communications;
2. semi-online feedback: feedback is only collected after transmitting a com-
plete S-IDNC solution;
To be able to design such schemes, two questions need to be answered:
Problem 4.3
1. What is the optimization objective for performance improvement?
2. which coded packets should the sender send to achieve it?
Before addressing these questions, we first highlight some challenges:
Remark 4.1
Under random packet erasures, a reasonable measure of throughput is the
mean BCT E[U ] of the coded transmission phase. However, it is intractable
to minimize E[U ]. To see this, let us consider the stochastic shortest path
(SSP) method [63]. In SSP method, the state space comprises the current
SFMA, all its successors, and an absorbing state of all-zero SFMA0. Thus,
the state space has a prohibitively large size with a value of 2T , where T is
the number of “1”s in A. Moreover, the action space for each state is the
set of all its cliques/coding sets, which is NP-hard to find [77]. Then, E[U ]
is recursively minimized by examining all the states and the associated
actions. Such examination is necessary, because the packet erasures can
take any pattern and are not predictable. Therefore, E[U ] is intractable
to minimize. To overcome this difficulty, we will reduce the action space
by focusing on the set of actions that belong to the shortest possible path
between A and A0. In other words, we will focus on the set of actions that
are able to complete the broadcast using Us transmissions with a non-zero
probability. We also note that this reduction is not possible for G-IDNC
because there has not been a systematic way of finding Ug.
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Remark 4.2
It is intractable to minimize the mean APDD E[D] of the coded transmis-
sion phase due to the NP-hardness of finding Ds, because otherwise under
the setting where Pe = 0, the minimum E[D] is equal to Ds. To overcome
this difficulty, we will give higher priority to the minimization of BCT. In
other words, we first minimize BCT, and then among the resultant cod-
ing decisions, we choose the one that minimizes APDD. Our prioritization
reflects the motivation of using linear network coding, that is, to achieve
better throughput performance. It also provides bounded APDD as we
have discussed after Theorem 4.4. Our simulations will confirm that D
generally decreases with decreasing U .
4.4.1 Fully-online Transmission Scheme
In this scheme, the action space of a given A comprises all the S-IDNC coding
sets of A. The cost of each action is one, for it consumes one transmission. BCT
U is thus equal to the number of transitions (a.k.a. path length or distance)
between A and A0. It is obvious that the shortest distance between A and A0
is Us.
According to Remark 4.1, we propose to choose an action/coding set that
belongs to the shortest path from A to A0. This choice guarantees that, upon
the reception of the coded packet at all interested receivers, the shortest distance
between the updated state A′ and A0 is minimized with a value of Us − 1. To
this end, the coding set must belong to a minimum clique partition solution Sc.
Otherwise, the shortest distance between A′ and A0 will still be Us.
We then reduce APDD by forcing the coding set to be maximal (and thus
serving the maximal number of receivers). However, cliques in a minimum clique
partition solution are not necessarily maximal. Hence, we further require the
coding set to belong to a set of Us maximal cliques that together cover all the
data packets. This set is also a S-IDNC solution and is denoted by Sm.
In conclusion, we propose the following coding set Mf for fully-online trans-
mission scheme:
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Definition 4.4
Given an SFM instance, the preferred fully-online coding setMf is the most
wanted coding set in Sm, where Sm is a S-IDNC solution that contains Us
maximal cliques.
4.4.2 Semi-online Transmission Scheme
In this scheme, the action space of a given A becomes the set of all S-IDNC
solutions Ss of A, and the cost of each action is the solution size |Ss|, which is
equal to the length of a semi-online transmission round. The total cost is thus
equal to BCT U .
According to Remark 4.1, we propose to minimize the expected cost of the
shortest path between A and A0. The shortest path includes only one transi-
tion, representing the event that every coding set of the chosen solution Ss is
received by all the interested receivers after only one semi-online round. Denote
the probability of this event by Ps. Then the expected cost is |Ss|/Ps, where Ps
is calculated as:
Ps =
K∏
k=1
∏
rn∈τk
(1− P dke,n) (4.5)
Here dk is called the packet multiplicity and is defined below.
Definition 4.5
The multiplicity dk of data packet pk is the number of coding sets in Ss
that comprise pk.
We note that the minimum clique partition solution Sc is not a preferred semi-
online S-IDNC solution. Although Sc offers the smallest solution size (|Sc| = Us),
it does not maximize Ps because every data packet has a multiplicity of only
one due to disjoint cliques in Sc. In contrast, the Sm we have proposed for the
fully-online case has the same size as Sc, but can offer a higher Ps due to possibly
overlapping maximal cliques.
We still wish to answer the following question before choosing Sm as our
preferred semi-online S-IDNC solution:
Problem 4.4
Is there a S-IDNC solution that, though large in its size, is high in packet
multiplicities, so that Ps is maximized?
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An explicit answer to this question is difficult to obtain, because it requires
the examination of all the solutions of size greater than Us. Such search is compu-
tationally costly and does not provide any insight into this question. Moreover,
a larger solution is unlikely to provide higher packet multiplicities due to the
following property of S-IDNC solutions:
Property 4.2
Every coding set in a S-IDNC solution comprises at least one data packet
with a multiplicity of one.
This property holds because if every data packet in a coding set has a multi-
plicity of greater than one, then this coding set can be removed from the solution
without affecting the completeness of the solution. Due to the above property,
a S-IDNC solution Ss has at least |Ss| data packets with a multiplicity of only
one. According to (4.5), these unit-multiplicity data packets reduce Ps the most.
Hence, S-IDNC solutions with a larger size may have more unit-multiplicity data
packets than Sm, and thus are not preferable.
Therefore, we choose Sm for throughput improvement. Then, by taking into
account our secondary optimization objective, i.e., the APDD, we define our
preferred semi-online S-IDNC solution as follows:
Definition 4.6
Given an SFM instance, the preferred semi-online S-IDNC solution is Sm,
which comprises a set of Us maximal coding sets. These sets are sorted for
transmission in the descending order of their numbers of targeted receivers
to minimize the APDD.
A flow-chart of the proposed two transmission schemes is presented in Fig. 4.4.
Both the fully- and semi-online IDNC schemes require finding Sm. Since packet
multiplicity is not a concern in graph theory, algorithms that find Sm do not
exist in the graph theory literature. Hence, we will design algorithms dedicated
to S-IDNC in the next section. Before moving on, we briefly compare S-IDNC
and G-IDNC under the above two transmission schemes.
4.4.3 S-IDNC vs. G-IDNC
With fully-online feedback, the sender can update the G-IDNC graph Gg and
add new edges to it after every transmission. The throughput of G-IDNC is
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Figure 4.4: The fully- and semi-online transmission schemes.
thus at least as good as S-IDNC. But the price is a higher computational load,
because G-IDNC graph is much larger tha S-IDNC graph (O(NK) v.s. O(K)).
On the other hand, it has been proved in [24] that, when receiver feedback is not
available, the best strategy for the sender is not to update Gg (compared with cer-
tain probabilistic update strategy). Therefore, during a semi-online transmission
round, the sender only sends the minimum clique partition solution of Gg, which,
according to Theorem 4.5, has the same size as the minimum clique partition
solution of S-IDNC.
4.5 S-IDNC Coding Algorithms
The two transmission schemes we proposed in the last section require finding Sm,
a S-IDNC solution that contains Us maximal coding sets. In this section, we
develop its optimal and heuristic algorithms.
4.5.1 Optimal S-IDNC Coding Algorithm
Our optimal algorithm finds Sm in two steps:
1. Find all the maximal coding sets (maximal cliques): This problem is NP-
hard in graph theory [77], and thus cannot be optimally solved by an algo-
rithm whose computational complexity is a polynomial of the number K of
data packets. However, it can be solved by exponential algorithms such as
Bron-Kerbosch (B-K) algorithm [77]. We use B-K algorithm to optimally
find the group of all maximal cliques and denote the group by A.
2. Find Sm from A: We propose a branching algorithm in Algorithm 4.1. The
intuition behind this algorithm is that, if a data packet pk belongs to dk
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Figure 4.5: An example of the 2-step optimal S-IDNC coding algorithm.
maximal coding sets in A, then one of these dk maximal coding sets must
be included in Sm for the completeness of Sm. In the extreme case where
dk = 1, the sole maximal coding set that contains pk must be included in
Sm.
Algorithm 4.1 Optimal S-IDNC solution search
1: input: the group of all maximal coding sets, A;
2: initialization: a set B of solutions, B only contains an empty solution S = ∅.
A counter u = 1;
3: while no solution in B contains all data packets, do
4: while there is a solution in B with size u− 1, do
5: Denote this solution by S = {Mi}u−1i=1 . Denote the data packets included
in S by P = ⋃u−1i=1 {Mi} and all data packets not included in S by P = PK\P .
Also denote the maximal coding sets not included in S by S = A \ S;
6: Pick from P the data packet p that has the smallest multiplicity d under
S. Denote the d coding sets which contain p by M′1, · · · ,M′d;
7: Branch S into d identical solutions, S ′1, · · · ,S ′d. Then, addM′1, · · · ,M′d
to these solutions, respectively. The size of every new solution is u;
8: end while
9: u = u+ 1;
10: end while
11: Output the solutions in B that contain all data packets.
B-K algorithm and Algorithm 1 constitute our optimal S-IDNC coding algo-
rithm. It is optimal because it exhaustively finds all the valid Sm from all the
maximal coding sets. Among these solutions, we can choose the one that opti-
mizes a secondary criteria, such as the one offering the smallest DS , or the largest
PS, calculated using (4.5). Below is an example of our optimal coding algorithm.
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Example 4.3
Consider the instance in Fig. 4.5. In Step-1, we find all the maximal cliques:
A = {(p1,p3), (p2,p3,p5), (p3,p4), (p4,p6), (p5,p6)}. Then in Step-2:
1. Initially, S = ∅, S = A \ S = A, and the set of data packets not
included in S is P = {p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6}. Since p1 is only included
in (p1,p3) and p2 is only included in (p2,p3,p5), these two coding
sets must be added to S. Hence, S = {(p1,p3), (p2,p3,p5)} after the
first two iterations;
2. In the third iteration, S = A \ S={(p3,p4), (p4,p6), (p5,p6)}}, and
the set of data packets not included in S is P = {p4,p6}. Since
p4 has a multiplicity of 2 under S due to (p3,p4) and (p4,p6), we
branch S into two successors: S1 = {(p1,p3),(p2,p3,p5),(p4,p5)}
and S2 = {(p1,p3),(p2,p3,p5),(p4,p6)}. Since S2 contains all data
packets and there are no other branching opportunities, the algorithm
stops and outputs S2 as Sm.
4.5.2 Hybrid S-IDNC Coding Algorithm
Algorithm 4.1 is memory demanding, because the number of candidate solutions
grows exponentially with branching. Thus, we propose a heuristic alternative to
it. The idea is to iteratively maximize the number of data packets included in
Sm. The algorithm is given in Algorithm 4.2.
Algorithm 4.2 Hybrid S-IDNC solution search
1: input: the group of all maximal coding sets, A, packet block PK ;
2: initialization: an empty solution S = ∅, a counter u = 1;
3: while S does not contain all data packets, do
4: Add to S the coding setM in A that contains the largest number of data
packets in PK ;
5: Remove data packets in M from PK ;
6: u = u+ 1;
7: end while
8: Output the solution S.
B-K algorithm and Algorithm 4.2 constitute our hybrid S-IDNC coding algo-
rithm. It produces only one S-IDNC solution, with no guarantee on the solution
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size. It is still computational expensive due to B-K algorithm, which is expo-
nential. Thus, we develop a polynomial time heuristic S-IDNC coding algorithm
next.
4.5.3 Heuristic S-IDNC Coding Algorithm
Algorithm 4.3 is a simple algorithm that heuristically finds the maximum (the
largest maximal) clique of a graph. The intuition behind this algorithm is that,
a vertex is very likely to be in the maximum clique if it is incident by the largest
number of edges. Variations of this algorithm have been developed in the liter-
ature [43, 58, 63]. But this algorithm has not been applied to finding a complete
S-IDNC solution, and its computational complexity has not been identified yet.
Algorithm 4.3 Heuristic maximum clique search
1: input: graph G(V , E);
2: initialization: an empty vertex set Vkeep;
3: while G is not empty do
4: add to Vkeep the vertex v which has the largest number of edges incident
to it;
5: update G by deleting v and all the vertices not connected to v (These
vertices can be ignored because they cannot be part of the target clique, which
contains v);
6: end while
7: Output Vkeep. (Vkeep is a maximal clique, because vertices in it are pair-wise
connected, and no more vertices can be added.)
The computational complexity of Algorithm 4.3 is polynomial in the number
of data packets K. The highest computational cost occurs when the input graph
is complete, i.e., when all vertices are connected to each other. In this case, only
one vertex will be removed in each iteration. Thus, the number of remaining
vertices in iteration-i will be K − i, ∀i ∈ [0, K − 1]. Then, to find the vertex
with the largest number of incident edges, we need K− i comparisons. The total
computational cost is thus in the order of
∑K−1
i=0 K − i = K(K − 1)/2. Hence,
the computational complexity of Algorithm 3 is at most O(K2).
A simple heuristic algorithm to find the minimum clique partition solution Sc
of Gs is to iteratively apply Algorithm 3 to find and remove cliques from Gs. As
we have discussed already, Sc is not preferable due to its low packet multiplicity.
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Hence, we modify this simple algorithm to heuristically find Sm. The idea is to
maximize the clique found in each iteration by adding more vertices to it whenever
possible, which will increase the multiplicities of the added vertices/packets. The
details are presented in Algorithm 4.4.
Algorithm 4.4 Heuristic S-IDNC solution search
1: input: a graph G(V , E);
2: initialization: an empty vertex set Vcovered, a working graph Gw = G, and a
counter i = 0;
3: while Vcovered 6= V do
4: Find the maximum clique in Gw using Algorithm 4.3. Denote it by Mi ;
5: Find the vertices in Vcovered which are connected to Mi. Denote their set
by Vi (They are the candidate vertices that could be added to Mi.);
6: Generate a subgraph of G whose vertex set is Vi. Denoted this subgraph
by G ′i(Vi, Ei);
7: Find the maximum clique in G ′i using Algorithm 1, denoted it by M′i (All
vertices inM′i are connected to each other and thus can all be added toMi.);
8: Update Vcovered by adding vertices in Mi into it;
9: Update Gw by removing Mi from it;
10: Update Mi as Mi =Mi ∪M′i (The new clique is at least as large as the
old one, and thus provides higher packet multiplicity);
11: i = i+ 1;
12: end while
Below is an example:
Example 4.4
Consider the graph Gs in Fig. 4.2(b). In the first two iterations, the al-
gorithm will choose M1 = (p1,p2,p4) and M2 = (p3,p6), respectively.
In the third iteration, Vcovered = {p1,p2,p3,p4,p6} and the algorithm can
only choose M3 = (p5). Among all the data packets in Vcovered, p2 can be
added toM3. ThusM3 = {p2,p5}. The algorithm then stops and outputs
Sm = {(p1,p2,p4), (p3,p6), (p2,p5)}.
In conclusion, we proposed an optimal coding algorithm that exhaustively
finds all the possible Sm, and also proposed its hybrid and heuristic alterna-
tives. Both the optimal and hybrid algorithms are exponential-time algorithms
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in terms of K due to their use of B-K algorithm, while the heuristic algorithm is
a polynomial-time one. The output Sm is used as the S-IDNC solution for the
semi-online transmission scheme. If fully-online transmission scheme is applied,
the transmitted coding set Mf is chosen from Sm.
4.6 Simulations
In this section, we present the simulated throughput and decoding delay per-
formance of S-IDNC (abbreviated as S- in the figures) under different scenarios,
including under fully- and semi-online transmission schemes, and under the use
of optimal, hybrid, and heuristic coding algorithms (abbreviated in the figures as
Fully-, Semi-, Opt., Hybr., and Heur., respectively).
We also compare S-IDNC with RLNC and G-IDNC. For RLNC, we assume
a sufficiently large finite field, so that its throughput is almost surely optimal
and serves as a benchmark. For G-IDNC, although its best performance is at
least as good as S-IDNC (as we have explained in Section 4.3.3), this advantage
will not necessarily be reflected in our simulation results. This is because there
has not been any optimal G-IDNC algorithm. Instead, we apply a heuristic
algorithm (abbreviated as Heur. G- in the figures) proposed in [63], which aims at
minimizing the block completion time. This aim coincides with our optimization
priorities for S-IDNC in Remark 4.1, namely, to minimize the block completion
time first.
We conduct four sets of simulations. In all simulations we apply a block size
of K = 15. In the first three sets, we fix Pe = 0.2 and set the number of receivers
N ∈ [5, 40]. In the fourth set, we fix N = 15 and set Pe ∈ [0.05, 0.4].
The purposes of the four sets of simulations are as follows. The first set com-
pares the performance limits of the three techniques. The results are presented
in Fig. 4.6. The second (resp. third) set of simulations compares the throughput
decoding delay performance under fully-online (resp. semi-online) transmission
schemes. The efficiency of feedback reduction using the semi-online scheme is also
studied. The results are presented in Fig. 4.7 - 4.9. We note that the performance
of RLNC is the same under both schemes, because RLNC is feedback-free. In the
fourth set, we evaluate the performance of our hybrid algorithm under different
packet erasure probabilities and compare it with fully-only heuristic G-IDNC and
RLNC. The results are presented in Fig. 4.10.
Our observations on S-IDNC are as follows:
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• According to Fig. 4.6, the absolute minimum block completion time of S-
IDNC increases almost linearly with N . This result matches Corollary 4.1;
• According to Fig. 4.7 and 4.8, the fully-online transmission scheme always
provides better throughput and decoding delay performance than the semi-
online one. But the performance gain is marginal when N is small;
• On the other hand, the semi-online transmission scheme requires much less
feedback than the fully-online one. Statistics from Fig. 4.9 indicate that
most of the broadcast can be finished after 5 semi-online rounds, implying
that only 5 rounds of feedback are collected. In contrast, since the fully-
online scheme collets feedback after every transmission, it requires up to 13
rounds of feedback according to Fig. 4.7. Therefore, the semi-online scheme
is a good alternative to the fully-online scheme in terms of both performance
and feedback cost when the number of receivers is not too large;
• According to Fig. 4.6-4.10, the optimal coding algorithm always provides
better throughput performance than its hybrid and heuristic alternatives.
This result verifies our choice of Sm for throughput improvement, because
only the optimal coding algorithm can always produce Sm, which has |Sm| =
Us;
• However, the optimal coding algorithm does not necessarily minimize the
APDD. For example, in Fig. 4.6(b), the hybrid algorithm provides slightly
smaller APDD than the optimal one when there are no packet erasures and
when the number of receivers is N 6 15;
• The performance gap between the optimal and hybrid algorithms is always
marginal, and is much smaller than their gap with the heuristic one. Hence,
the hybrid algorithm strikes a good balance between performance and com-
putational load.
A cross comparison of RLNC, S-, and G-IDNC shows that:
• The throughput of RLNC is always the best. The throughput of S-IDNC
is very close to RLNC when the number of receivers is small. Their gap
increases with N ;
• In general, the APDD of both S- and G-IDNC is better than RLNC. This
advantage only vanishes when the block completion time of S- and G-IDNC
becomes much larger than RLNC, which takes place when N is much larger
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Figure 4.6: The BCT and APDD performance limits of S- and G-IDNC, as well
as RLNC.
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Figure 4.7: The BCT and APDD performance of the fully-online transmission
scheme when different coding algorithms are applied. It is compared with the
performance of heuristic fully-online G-IDNC and RLNC.
than K;
• With a moderate number of receivers N = 15, the APDD of S-IDNC is
better than RLNC under all simulated values of packet erasure probability;
• There is no clear winner between the performance of heuristic G-IDNC and
optimal S-IDNC. We can expect that G-IDNC will outperform S-IDNC if
its optimal coding algorithm is developed.
In summary, our simulations verified our theorems, propositions, and algo-
rithms. They also demonstrated that, if we are concerned with both throughput
and decoding delay performance, S-IDNC is a good alternative to RLNC when
the number of receivers is not too large.
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Figure 4.8: The BCT and APDD performance of the semi-online transmission
scheme when different coding algorithms are applied. It is compared with the
performance of heuristic semi-online G-IDNC and RLNC.
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Figure 4.9: The length of each semi-online round when the optimal coding algo-
rithm is applied.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we showed that, although aiming at minimizing APDD, S-IDNC is
not able to approximate the minimum APDD of LNC or maximize the through-
put, unless there are at most 3 receivers. Indeed, by using a random graph
model, we showed that the BCT of S-IDNC increases with increasing number of
receivers. By introducing the concept of perfect S-IDNC solution, we proved the
NP-hardness of minimize the APDD of S-IDNC. We derived an upper bound on
APDD and showed that minimizing the IDNC solution size can effectively reduce
APDD.
Even though, S-IDNC is still very appealing in practice for its instant packet
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Figure 4.10: The BCT and APDD performance of hybrid S-IDNC with different
feedback frequencies and under different Pe. It is compared with the performance
of heuristic fully-online G-IDNC and RLNC.
delivery, low computational complexity, and low memory requirement. We thus
have developed its optimal and heuristic implementations. By applying stochas-
tic shortest path method, we showed that it is intractable to make optimal coding
decisions in the presence of random packet erasures. We then used heuristic ob-
jective functions to determine the preferred coded packet(s) to send when fully-
or semi-online receiver feedback is collected. We developed optimal and heuristic
S-IDNC coding algorithms that minimize the solution size and increase packet
multiplicity. We also compared S-IDNC with G-IDNC by proving the equiva-
lence between the chromatic number of the complementary S-IDNC and G-IDNC
graphs.
Our work provides news understandings of S-IDNC. It will facilitate the ex-
tension of S-IDNC to applications in other network settings, such as cooperative
data exchange and distributed data storage.
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Chapter5
Generation-based Techniques:
Enabling the Tradeoff Between
Throughput and APDD
From previous chapters, we know that IDNC and RLNC offer different tradeoffs
between throughput and APDD performance: while RLNC is throughput opti-
mal, IDNC is able to offer lower APDD than RLNC when the number of receivers
is not large. This observation raises a fundamental question:
Problem 5.1
What are the achievable throughput-delay tradeoffs of LNC techniques in
wireless broadcast?
In this chapter, we will tackle this question through studying a class of LNC
techniques called generation based techniques.
5.1 Introduction
The general answer to the aforementioned question would require identifying the
complete spectrum of the throughput-delay tradeoffs, together with the LNC
techniques that can achieve them. However, this has been a very challenging
problem. First, to the best of our knowledge, only limited explicit results exist on
the throughput-delay relationship of certain LNC techniques [65, 74]. Moreover,
it is not clear how the throughput and packet decoding delay of different LNC
techniques relate to each other. Finally, only a limited number of LNC schemes
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exist in the literature and finding the complete tradeoff spectrum for LNC remains
an open problem.
In this chapter, we tackle this problem through developing a new generation-
based LNC technique. Explicitly, after the systematic transmission phase, the
sender collects feedback from the receivers and partitions the packet block P into
several generations accordingly, where each generation contains a different subset
of data packets. Then in the coded transmission phase, the sender constructs
the coded packets only using data packets from the same generation. Coded
packets of different generations are transmitted separately following a generation
scheduling (which will be specified later) until all receivers have decoded all data
packets.
By partitioning P into generations, we effectively split the SFM A into a set
of smaller instances of SFM and then complete the broadcast of each instance
separately. The following example demonstrates how such partition can help
reduce the APDD of RLNC:
• Consider the SFM in Fig. 5.1(a). Its BCT is 4. If RLNC is applied to all
the 8 data packets in the block, the minimum APDD is also 4;
• By partitioning the packet block into two generations {p1, · · · ,p4} and
{p5, · · · ,p8}, we obtain two small instances of SFM A1 and A2. Since
both instances require a minimum BCT of 2, the minimum BCT is still 4
in total. On the other hand, both receivers can decode two data packets
after two RLNC coded packets of {p1, · · · ,p4} are transmitted. Thus, the
minimum decoding delay of {p1, · · · ,p4} is reduced to 2, while the decoding
delay of {p5, · · · ,p8} is still 4. In total the minimum APDD is reduced to
3;
• The APDD can be further reduced by partitioning the packet block into 4
generations, each containing two data packets, as in Fig. 5.1(b). In total, the
minimum BCT is still 4, but the minimum APDD can be further reduced
to 2.5. We also note that the two data packets in each generation form an
S-IDNC coding set of the original SFM.
The above example reveals two motivations of developing such a technique to
analyze the throughput-delay tradeoff of LNC techniques. First, this technique
will generalize several existing LNC techniques. For example, we will show that
RLNC and IDNC are special cases of this technique. Second, this technique
enables efficient reduction in APDD and decoding computational load. This is
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p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8
r1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
r2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
A1 A1
(a) Partition into 2
p1 p5 p2 p6 p3 p7 p4 p8
r1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
r2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
A1 A2 A3 A4
(b) Partition into 4
Figure 5.1: Partition the packet block into 2 (then 4) generations. The minimum
BCT is not changed. But the minimum APDD is reduced.
because: 1) packet decodings of different generations are independent, which
means that data packets in earlier generations can be decoded sooner; and 2)
such decodings generally require solving less linear equations.
Generation-based techniques have been the subject of many studies, e.g.,
[48–52], under various network settings. Most of the previous studies, however,
focused on settings with no receiver feedback. In such settings, the sender is
unaware of what packets are missing at each receiver, hence it cannot utilize this
information to optimize the partition. Also, due to the absence of intermedi-
ate feedback, the sender is unaware of whether a generation has been decoded
by all receivers or not. It can only repeatedly send coded packets of all gen-
erations until all receivers have decoded the complete packet block and signal
the completion. This could incur redundant coded packets of generations that
have already been decoded by all receivers. A feedback assisted scheme was pro-
posed in [78] to reduce redundant transmissions, but its setting is different. This
scheme assumes delayed feedback, which will incur redundant transmissions after
the receivers have acknowledged block completion. Intermediate feedback is thus
collected to predict block completion. This scheme, however, applies RLNC to
the whole packet block, and thus still suffers from heavy computational load and
large packet decoding delays.
The main drawback of generation-based techniques is that they can result
in a larger BCT, and, as a result, lower throughput. As the first step to solve
this problem, for each generation we construct coded combinations of its data
packets using random coefficients selected from a sufficiently large finite field.
This is equivalent to applying RLNC to each generation separately, and thus
guaranteeing the optimal throughput within each generation. We will refer to
this technique as generation-based RLNC [48–52].
Then, the main task is to design generation-based RLNC schemes that are
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able to reduce APDD and computational load with no or graceful degradation
on the overall throughput. To this end, two problems need to be addressed:
Problem 5.2
• How to partition the packet block into generations based on the SFM?
• How to schedule the transmissions of the generations?
In the next section, we will formally define the partition problem.
5.2 Problem Formulation
The input is the state-feedback-matrix (SFM)A after the systematic transmission
phase. Based on the SFM, the sender then partitions the packet block P into a
set of M disjoint generations, denoted by P = {Gm}Mm=1. We define the rank γm
of a generation Gm as the maximum number of packets in Gm wanted by one
receiver, i.e.,
γm = max
rn∈R
∑
pk∈Gm
A(n, k). (5.1)
For example, for the SFM in Fig. 5.2(a), generation {p2,p3} has a rank of 2
because both are wanted by r1.
Then in the coded transmission phase, the sender broadcasts a random-coded
packet of a generation in each transmission. That is, each coded packet is a
linear combination of data packets from this generation, with coefficients chosen
uniformly at random from a sufficiently large finite field Fq. Hence, we effectively
apply RLNC [6] to each generation. RLNC asymptotically guarantees linear in-
dependency between coded packets, so that any receiver who wants γm packets
from Gm can decode these packets after receiving γm coded packets of Gm with
high probability. Note that this decoding condition can also be achieved by deter-
ministic codes such as maximum-distance-separation (MDS) codes and fountain
codes [55, 56].
Consequently, an LNC solution S contains ∑Mm=1 γm coded packets, where
the first γ1 coded packets are generated from G1, the next γ2 coded packets are
generated from G2, and so forth. To minimize the computational load and reduce
the APDD, while also maintaining a good throughput performance, we propose
the following minimum partitioning (MP) problem:
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Problem 5.3
Given an SFM A and a constant γ, find the minimum value of M , for which
there exists a partition of the packet block P into M disjoint generations
P = {Gm}Mm=1 such that the rank of each generation Gm does not exceed
γ, i.e., γm ≤ γ for m ∈ [1,M ].
Minimizing the number of generations M under a constrained γ is an impor-
tant goal due to the following reasons:
1. The lower values of M will result in smaller BCT and, as a result, higher
throughput. In particular, we need U =
∑M
m=1 γm 6 Mγ transmissions in
the coded transmission phase to satisfy all receivers even in the absence
of packet erasures. In more practical settings with the presence of packet
erasures, more transmissions may be needed, but its number will yet still
depend on M : lower values of M typically require a smaller number of
transmissions.
2. The lower values of M reduce the overall decoding computational load. In-
deed, every receiver can decode its wanted data packets from any generation
by solving a set of at most γ linear equations, which requires O(γ3) opera-
tions. Hence, the total decoding computational load is bounded to O(Mγ3)
operations.
3. The lower values of M reduce the APDD, because otherwise the increase
in U due to larger M will incur large decoding delay of data packets in the
last few generations.
Motivated by the above importance of Problem MP, in this chapter we will
aim to solve it. Our immediate concern is: how hard is this problem?
5.3 The Hardness of the Minimum Partitioning
Problem
In this section, we analyze the hardness of Problem MP by constructing a re-
duction from a hypergraph coloring problem. As was discussed in Chapter 3, a
hypergraph H is defined by a pair (V , E), where V is the set of vertices, and E is
the set of hyperedges. Every hyperedge e ∈ E is a subset of V with size |e| > 1.
By identifying each vertex vk with a data packet pk, and letting each hyperedge
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p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
r1 1 1 1 0 0 0
r2 0 0 1 1 1 0
r3 1 0 0 0 1 1
r4 0 1 0 1 0 1
(a) SFM A
v1
v2
v3 v4 v5
v6
e1
e2
e3
e4
(b) Hypergraph H
Figure 5.2: A state feedback matrix and its hypergraph representation. The 1-
regular coloring of H requires a minimum of 3 colors.
en incident to the set of data packets/vertices wanted by receiver rn, we obtain an
equivalence between H and A. For example, the SFM in Fig. 5.2(a) can be gen-
erated from the hypergraph depicted in Fig. 5.2(b), with 6 data packets/vertices
and 4 receivers/hyperedges.
A hypergraph is ω−uniform if for every hyperedge e ∈ E it holds that |e| = ω.
A γ-regular coloring of H with M colors is a partition {Vm}Mm=1 of V that satisfies
|Vm∩en| 6 γ for each en ∈ E . In other words, it is a coloring of the vertices with
M colors, such that each color appears at most γ times in every hyperedge. The
minimum number M of colors required for a γ-regular coloring of H is called the
γ-chromatic number of H. It was shown in [79,80] that the problem of finding the
γ-chromatic number for a given hypergraph is NP-hard. Moreover, it is also not
approximable, namely, the chromatic number cannot be approximated within a
constant ratio by any polynomial-time algorithm.
We now establish the equivalence between a γ-regular coloring of H and a
partition P on P given the associated A.
Let {Vm}Mm=1 be a γ-regular coloring of the instanceH of the γ-regular coloring
problem. Then, let P = {Gm}Mm=1 be a partition of P such that for m = 1, . . . ,m,
a generation Gm includes packets that correspond to vertices in Vm. It is easy to
verify that P is a valid solution to Problem MP with M generations such that
the rank of each generation is bounded by γ.
Similarly, for any partition P = {Gm}Mm=1 of Problem MP, we can construct a
γ-regular coloring solution {Vm}Mm=1 with M colors, in which each set Vm includes
vertices that correspond to packets in Gm. Thus, an optimal algorithm that
minimizes M for Problem MP can be used to find the γ−chromatic number
of a hypergraph, which is an NP-hard problem and is not approximable. We
summarize our results in the following theorem:
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Theorem 5.1
Problem MP is NP-hard and not approximable.
We note that our reduction can also be used to establish the hardness of
several special cases of our problem based on other results in graph theory. For
example, it is an NP-hard problem to find 2-regular coloring with two colors
for a 3-uniform hypergraph [80, 81]. This implies that, in the special case in
which every receiver wants w = 3 data packets, it is NP-hard to find a partition
with M = 2 generations whose ranks are at most 2. In addition, it is NP-hard
to find the chromatic number of hypergraphs in the special case of 1-regular
coloring [82]. This implies that our problem is intractable even for the special
case of γ = 1, in which every generation can include at most one missing packet
for any receiver [83]. Such generations indeed form a partition of the S-IDNC
graph Gs. Thus, by using our technique we can verify the hardness result of
finding the minimum BCT Us of S-IDNC (was discussed in Chapter 4.3) using a
different approach.
5.4 Partition Algorithms
Since Problem MP is hard to optimize and hard to approximate, it is hard to find
a partition solution with the optimal throughput-delay tradeoff, in which both
the BCT and APDD are minimized. However, it is possible to design heuristic
algorithms that find partition solutions with the following two properties:
Property 5.1
Optimal generation order: generations should be ordered and transmitted
according to decreasing number of their target receivers. Mathematically,∑
pk∈Gm t(k) >
∑
pk∈Gn t(k) for m < n.
Here t(k) is the number of receivers which want pk. This order is optimal in
the sense that it minimizes APDD compared with other orders: any swap between
two optimally ordered generations will reduce the number of data packets being
decoded sooner.
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Property 5.2
Irreducibility: no data packet from a later generation Gn can be relocated
to an earlier generation Gm (n > m) without increasing γm.
This property is important because otherwise by relocating this data packet,
we could obtain a better partition solution with lower APDD without increasing
BCT.
Therefore, a partition solution satisfying the above two properties achieves
local Pareto-optimal throughput-delay tradeoff, namely, any relocation of a data
packet or a generation will incur an increase in BCT and/or APDD. In this
section, we will develop two heuristic algorithms and compare their performance.
Recall that when γ = 1, a partition solution P = {Gm}Mm=1 is indeed a
clique partition Sc = {Mm}Mm=1 of the S-IDNC graph Gs. Hence, {Gm}Mm=1 can
be iteratively found by using the maximum weighted clique search algorithm in
Algorithm 4.3 in Chapter 4. By weighing each vertex vk in Gs with the the number
of targeted receivers (tk) of the corresponding data packet pk, it is guaranteed
that earlier cliques/generations will target more receivers. Property 5.1 is thus
satisfied.
When γ > 2, as a natural extension to the γ = 1 case, we first propose to
construct the generations by using S-IDNC coding sets {Mm}Mm=1 as the building
blocks. For each generation Gm, we iteratively allocate S-IDNC coding sets to
it until it is saturated, in the sense that no more S-IDNC coding sets can be
allocated to Gm without breaking the rank limit γ. The details of the algorithm
is presented in Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1 S-IDNC based Partitioning
1: Initialize: S-IDNC solution Sc = {Mm}Mm=1, generation rank γ, a counter
m = 0;
2: while Sc is nonempty do
3: m← m+ 1, create an empty generation Gm;
4: while there exists a coding set M in Sc that would not increase the rank
of Gm to γ + 1 do
5: if there exist an M in Ss that would not increase γm by one then
6: add to Gm the most popular M that satisfies this condition;
7: else
8: add to Gm the most popular M in Ss and set γm ← γm + 1;
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9: end if
10: remove the chosen M from Ss;
11: end while
12: end while
13: Order the first m− 1 generations in the descending order of their number of
target receivers.
We note, however, that the partition solution produced by this algorithm is
not necessarily irreducible. This is because it operates on S-IDNC coding sets
instead of individual data packets. It could be the case that no more S-IDNC
coding sets can be allocated to a generation without breaking the rank limit γ,
but a subset of data packets in this coding set can be.
Therefore, we propose in Algorithm 5.2 a direct partition algorithm, which
shares the same idea as the S-IDNC based algorithm, but operates on individual
data packets instead of S-IDNC coding sets.
The partition solution P generated from Algorithm 5.2 achieves local Pareto-
optimal throughput-delay tradeoff. The reason is that all the first M − 1 genera-
tions have a rank of γ and are saturated, in the sense that no more data packets
can be added to them without breaking the rank limit γ.
Algorithm 5.2 Direct Partitioning
1: Initialize: SFM A, generation rank γ, a counter m = 0
2: while P is nonempty do
3: m← m+ 1, create an empty generation Gm;
4: while there exists a data packet in P that would not increase the current
rank of Gm, γm, to γ + 1 do
5: if there exists a packet in P that would not increase γm by one then
6: add to Gm the most popular data packet that satisfies this condition;
7: else
8: add the most popular packet in P to Gm and set γm ← γm + 1;
9: end if
10: remove the chosen packet from P ;
11: end while
12: end while
13: Order the first m−1 generations according to their number of target receivers.
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We conclude this section by remarking the importance of collecting one round
of feedback after the systematic transmission phase to the partition algorithms:
Remark 5.1
Our partition algorithms are enabled by collecting one round of feedback
after the systematic transmission phase. Without this feedback, the sender
can only perform a blind partition, namely, P is partitioned into M gener-
ations, each containing K
M
successive data packets. It can be expected that
the BCT and APDD performance of our partition solution is much better
than such blind partition solution, and the gain is brought by collecting
only one round of feedback after the systematic transmission phase. In
Section 5.6, we will numerically demonstrate the benefit of this feedback.
With the partition solution produced, we now discuss how to broadcast it.
5.5 Generation Scheduling Strategies
5.5.1 Scheduling Without Feedback
Given a partition solution P = {Gm}Mm=1, there are several possible scheduling
strategies to broadcast it. When receiver feedback is not available during the
coded transmission phase, there are two common strategies, known as “random”
and “round-robin”. When the random strategy is applied, for each transmission
the sender randomly chooses a generation and then broadcasts a random-coded
packet of this generation [51]. When the round-robin strategy is applied, in the
i-th coded transmission the Mod(i,M)-th generation is chosen, where Mod(x, y)
outputs the reminder of x
y
. Consequently, any M consecutive coded transmissions
will contain one coded packet of every generation [52]. Both strategies will stop
when the sender has received the block completion feedback from all receivers.
Although easily implementable, the above two strategies are inefficient in
terms of throughput. As long as there is one generation that has not been de-
coded by all receivers, all the generations, including those already decoded by
all receivers, will be broadcast. Coded packets of decoded generations are non-
innovative to every receiver, and thus are completely redundant.
One way to reduce redundant coded packets is to use overlapped generations,
which allows receivers to decode some data packets in a generation Gm using
coded packets of other generations overlapped with Gm [49,50,52]. Compared to
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the disjoint counterpart, this approach is able to reduce the expected BCT under
the presence of random packet erasures at a price of an increase in the minimum
BCT. The gain, however, will reduce with decreasing values of Pe, and will become
negative when Pe is close to zero. Hence, we will focus on disjoint generations,
and avoid redundant coded packets through collecting receiver feedback.
5.5.2 Scheduling With Feedback
In order to completely avoid the redundant coded packets, we consider collecting
receiver feedback during the coded transmission phase. In this section, we propose
two feedback-assisted generation scheduling strategies, and then analyze their
advantages and disadvantages.
Our first strategy is called “sequential”. The coded transmission phase is
segmented into M sequential rounds. In the m-th sequential round, random-
coded packets of Gm are continuously transmitted until all receivers have decoded
all data packets in Gm and send feedback.
Our second strategy is called “semi-online”. We segment the coded trans-
mission phase into several semi-online rounds. In each semi-online round, all
M generations are broadcast, where for Gm, γm random-coded packets of it are
broadcast. Thus, each semi-online round includes
∑M
m=1 γm coded transmissions,
and it is possible that the broadcast will complete after only one semi-online
round. After each semi-online round, every receiver updates the sender with the
number of random-coded packets it has already received from each generation.
The sender can thus calculate the number of random-coded packets that each re-
ceiver still wants from each generation, and then can update {γm}Mm=1 accordingly
for the next round. Below is an example of how γm is updated after a semi-online
round.
Example 5.1
Consider three receivers {r1, r2, r3} that want 2, 3, and 4 data packets from
generation G1, respectively. Hence, γ1 = 4 random-coded packets of G1
are broadcast in the first semi-online round, along with coded packets of
other generations. Assume that after the first semi-online round, r1, r2, r3
have received 2, 1, and 3 random-coded packets of G1, respectively. They
still want 0, 2, and 1 coded packets to decode G1, respectively. γ1 is thus
updated to 2. In the second semi-online round, 2 random-coded packets of
G1 will be broadcast, along with coded packets of other generations.
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5.5.3 Analysis and Comparison
Our proposed strategies have the following property:
Property 5.3
Given a partition solution, the sequential and semi-online strategies offer
the same mean BCT, and thus the same mean throughput.
This is because by collecting feedback, both sequential and semi-online strate-
gies never waste any transmission on generations that have been decoded by all
receivers. This means that they both guarantee the optimal throughput within
each generation. Indeed, from a statistical point of view, the semi-online strat-
egy only “swaps” the coded transmissions for each generation in the sequential
strategy.
However, such swaps are able to reduce the APDD of the semi-online strategy
compared to the sequential one. This is because, in the sequential strategy, all the
target receivers of a sub-generation Gm have to wait until the sequential round
for Gm−1 is complete, even if this round is hindered by only one receiver that
experiences a bad channel.
The primary advantage of the sequential strategy over the semi-online strategy
is that it offers tunable throughput and APDD during the broadcast of a data
block. After the completion of one generation, the sender can adaptively partition
the remaining data packets in the block, either using the same γ, or applying a
different γ. A larger γ will generally trade APDD off for higher throughput, while
a smaller γ will generally trade throughput off for lower APDD. For example,
when APDD reduction becomes the primary concern during the broadcast, the
system can easily switch to IDNC by setting γ = 1 in all remaining sequential
rounds. An example of three adaptive sequential rounds when the S-IDNC based
partition algorithm is applied is plotted in Fig. 5.3. In the 1st (resp. 2nd, 3d)
round, a generation that contains 2 (resp. 1, Us − 3) S-IDNC coding sets is
broadcast. Such adaption is not possible under the semi-online strategy, as all
the generations will have already been transmitted after the first semi-online
round.
The sequential strategy requires M rounds of feedback from every receiver.
The generation size γ can also be adjusted to fit the system’s specific feedback
frequency if there is any. On the other hand, when the semi-online strategy is
applied, the broadcast could be completed after m semi-online rounds with a
non-zero probability for any positive integer m. Hence, the amount of feedback
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M1 M2 M3 · · · · · · MUs
3 sequential rounds: G1 G2 G3
Figure 5.3: An example of adaptive sequential rounds.
rounds required by the semi-online strategy is lower bounded by 1 and cannot be
upper bounded due to stochastic erasures.
In conclusion, both the sequential and semi-online strategies are optimal gen-
eration scheduling strategies that offer the same mean throughput performance.
They offer different advantages such as low APDD, adaptive throughout-delay
tradeoff, and low feedback costs. Hence, there is no clear winner between the
sequential and the semi-online strategies. Which one to adopt depends on the
application.
5.6 Simulations
In this section, we conduct three sets of simulations:
1. We demonstrate the best throughput-delay tradeoff achieved by the S-IDNC
based and direct partition algorithms. To this end, in this set of simulations
only, we assume that the coded transmission phase is erasure-free. The
results are shown in Fig. 5.4;
2. We compare the BCT and APDD performance of the sequential and semi-
online generation scheduling. The results are shown in Fig. 5.5;
3. We demonstrate the performance improvement brought by collecting only
one round of feedback after the systematic transmission phase, as remarked
in Remark 5.1. To demonstrate this gain, we assume no intermediate feed-
back during the coded transmission phase. The simulation results are shown
in Fig. 5.6;
In all the three sets of simulations, we consider the broadcast of K = 20 data
packets to a various number N of receivers. The packet erasure probability is
Pe = 0.2 for all receivers.
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Figure 5.4: The throughput-delay tradeoff of the proposed partition algorithms.
5.6.1 Best Throughput-delay Tradeoff
In this subsection, we demonstrate the best throughput-delay tradeoff achieved
by the S-IDNC based and direct partition algorithms with γ ∈ [2, 4]. We also add,
as a benchmark, the throughput-delay tradeoff achieved by the RLNC technique
without partitioning. The results are shown in Fig. 5.4.
Our main observation is that both partition algorithms always offer lower
APDD than the RLNC technique without partitioning. The reduction is up to
30%. On the other hand, the increase in BCT due to partitioning is negligible
when the number of receivers N is small, and is only 11% when N = 30.
We also observe that the BCT and APDD of the direct algorithm is similar
to the S-IDNC based one when N is small, but becomes better with increasing
N . This is mainly due to the fact that S-IDNC based partition solutions are not
irreducible as the direct partition solutions. Another reason is that the perfor-
mance of S-IDNC degrades quickly with increasing N (so does S-IDNC based
partitioning), as we have already shown in Chapter 4. Despite this, both algo-
rithms provide much better throughput-delay tradeoff than the RLNC technique
without partitioning when N is not too large.
Due to the superiority of the direct partition algorithm over the S-IDNC based
one, in the remaining simulations we will apply the direct partition algorithm.
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Figure 5.5: The performance of the sequential and semi-online generation schedul-
ing strategies.
5.6.2 Generation Scheduling Strategies
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the sequential and semi-online
generation scheduling strategies. We apply two values of the generation rank γ:
2 and 4. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.5. Our first observation is that
the sequential and semi-online strategies always share the same mean throughput
performance. This result matches Property 5.3. The second observation is that
the APDD of the semi-online strategy outperforms the sequential one. This gap
reduces with increasing γ. This is because with increasing γ the performance of
the partition solution will approach the traditional RLNC, whose APDD is not
affected by the way how feedback is collected.
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Figure 5.6: Performance improvements with one round of feedback.
5.6.3 The Benefit of Collecting One Round of Feedback
As we have remarked in Remark 5.1, in this subsection we demonstrate the per-
formance improvement brought by collecting only one round of feedback after the
systematic transmission phase. In order to demonstrate the benefit of collecting
only one round of feedback, we assume no intermediate feedback during the coded
transmission phase. Under this assumption, the sequential strategy is not appli-
cable because it relies on intermediate feedback to initiate a new generation. We
thus apply the semi-online strategy. The only modification here is that we are
not able to update {γm}Mm=1 after each semi-online round due to the absence of
receiver feedback. We also note that, when the blind partition is applied, the
sender is unaware of the rank of each generation. Hence, in each semi-online
round only one coded packet of every blindly produced generation is transmitted.
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The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.6. We observe that by collecting
only one round of feedback, our algorithm can reduce BCT by 30% and APDD
by 40% compared to the one without feedback. The improvement decreases with
increasing γ, because both techniques will converge to the traditional RLNC
without partitioning.
5.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, in this chapter we proposed a feedback-assisted generation-based
LNC technique. By simply tuning the generation rank γ, this technique enables
a wide range of throughput-delay tradeoffs, as well as computational load and
feedback frequency. We proved the NP-hardness of the optimal partition prob-
lem, and proposed a partitioning algorithm that achieves local Pareto-optimal
throughput-delay tradeoffs. We also designed transmission schemes with fully-
and semi-online receiver feedback. They provide various advantages such as
lower APDD and online tradeoff adaptation. The performance of the proposed
generation-based technique is strictly better than those without feedback.
An interesting feature of the proposed technique is that it generalizes S-IDNC
and RLNC through changing the values of γ. Then since S-IDNC is not an
APDD-approximation technique in general, the proposed technique is not an
APDD-approximation technique in general, too. However, it is too early to
conclude that the proposed technique is not able to approximate APDD under
any settings. This is because RLNC is also a special case of our technique and
its APDD has not been studied yet. Hence in the next chapter, we will study
the APDD performance of the class of LNC techniques that RLNC belongs to,
namely, throughput-optimal LNC techniques.
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On the APDD of
Throughout-optimal Techniques
In previous chapters we observed that both S-IDNC technique and the proposed
generation-based technique do not approximate the APDD with a guaranteed
ratio in general. The main cause of their unbounded APDD is their sub-optimality
in terms of throughput. When throughput is sacrificed for lower APDD, the
BCT increases accordingly. This may incur significant delay to the data packets
decoded in the final stages of the broadcast, which will, in turn, increase APDD.
We are thus motivated to study in this chapter the APDD performance of
throughput-optimal LNC techniques, and to design new techniques.
6.1 Introduction
As we have already reviewed in Section 1.4.1, throughput-optimal LNC techniques
do not provide early packet decodings in general, nor are they designed for APDD
minimization. However, their optimal throughput minimizes BCT. This imposes
an upper bound on the decoding delay of each data packet and, thus, may yield
a guaranteed APDD that is within a constant multiple of the minimum APDD.
Therefore, in this chapter we aim at quantifying the APDD performance
of throughput-optimal LNC techniques and then trying to better approximate
APDD while maintaining throughput optimality.
To this end, we conduct a two-part study. In the first part, we study the
worse APDD performance of all throughput-optimal LNC techniques. Then by
comparing the results with the lower bounds of APDD derived in Chapter 3 and
by making examples, we will prove that all throughput-optimal LNC techniques
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approximate APDD with a ratio of between 4
3
and 2. In particular, those not
offering early packet decodings, such as RLNC, have a ratio of exactly 2.
Results from the first part motivated our second part of work (Section 6.3 and
6.4): to develop a new throughput-optimal LNC technique that guarantees early
packet decodings, so that the approximation ratio can be reduced while maintain-
ing throughput optimality. We implement our technique under different feedback
frequencies, and prove that its performance does not degrade even if feedback
is not collected after every transmission. We also conduct extensive simulations
in Section 6.5. The results show that our technique provides the lowest APDD
compared with some existing techniques under all parameter settings.
6.2 The APDD Performance of Throughput-optimal
Techniques
In this section, we will derive the APDD approximation ratio β of throughput-
optimal LNC techniques by deriving an upper bound of their expected APDD.
The underlying rationale is that, if this upper bound is at most β times of the
lower bound of the minimum expected APDD, then all throughput-optimal LNC
techniques have a ratio of at most β.
In order to derive this upper bound, we introduce the concept of the worst
throughput-optimal LNC technique:
Definition 6.1
The worst throughput optimal LNC technique does not allow any receiver
rn to decode any wanted data packets until it has received wn coded packets,
for n ∈ [1, N ].
Obviously, this technique has the worst expected APDD among all throughput-
optimal LNC techniques. Any other throughput-optimal LNC techniques that
offer early packet decodings will have a lower expected APDD.
An example of the worst throughput optimal LNC technique is RLNC, for it
is asymptotically throughput optimal and does not offer early packet decodings in
general. Therefore, the expected APDD of RLNC is equal to the upper bound of
the expected APDD of throughput-optimal LNC techniques. Similar to Section
3.2.4, we consider two types of expectation:
• The expected APDD for a given SFM;
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• The overall expected APDD as a function of system parameters, including
the number of data packets K, the number of receivers N , and the packet
erasure probabilities {Pe,n}Nn=1.
When the worst throughput-optimal LNC technique, e.g., RLNC, is applied,
a receiver who wants wn data packets is able to decode them in one go after
receiving wn coded packets, which is expected to take
wn
1−Pe coded transmissions.
Hence, the mean APDD experienced by rn is:
E[DR,n|wn] = wn
1− Pe,n (6.1)
where the “R” in the subscript stands for RLNC. By comparing (3.5) and (6.1)
we observe:
E[DR,n|wn]
E[Dn|wn]
=
2wn
wn + 1
6 2 (6.2)
Therefore, if RLNC is applied, the expected APDD of every receiver rn is
at most twice of the corresponding lower bound. This implies that the expected
APDD of the SFM is also at most twice of the corresponding lower bound. To see
this, we denote by E[DR,n|{wn}Nn=1] the expected APDD of a given SFM when
RLNC is applied. Then,
E[DR|{wn}Nn=1] =
E[DR,1|w1]w1 + E[DR,2|w2]w2 + · · ·+ E[DR,N |wN ]
w1 + w2 + · · ·+ wN
=
∑N
n=1
w2n
1−Pe,n∑N
n=1wn
(6.3)
By comparing (6.3) and (3.6), we can easily show that the expected APDD of
using RLNC is at most twice of the lower bound and, thus, is also at most twice
of the minimum expected APDD. Hence, the approximation ratio of RLNC is at
most 2, i.e., β 6 2. Then, if we can find an instance of the APDD minimization
problem in which the expected APDD of using RLNC is exactly twice of the
minimum expected APDD, we can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 6.1
RLNC is a 2-approximation technique of the APDD minimization problem
when coded transmissions are subject to random packet erasures.
Proof. Recall that the approximation ratio of a technique is the largest ratio
among all combinations of A and {Pe,n}Nn=1. Here we only need to provide an
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combination of A and {Pe,n}Nn=1, for which the expected APDD of using RLNC is
twice of the minimum APDD. This instance will imply that β > 2. This, together
with the fact that β 6 2 for RLNC, will prove that β = 2.
Consider an instance with 2K data packets and 2 receivers. Receiver 1 wants
{p1, · · · ,pK} and has {pK+1, · · · ,p2K}, whereas receiver 2 wants {pK+1, · · · ,p2K}
and has {p1, · · · ,pK}. Further assume that the packet erasure probabilities are
{Pe,n}2n=1 = 0. Then if RLNC is applied, all data packets are decoded after K
transmissions, and thus DR = K in this instance. On the other hand, if we send
the binary XOR of pu and pu+K , i.e., send pu ⊕ pu+K in the u-th transmission
for u ∈ [1, K], both receivers can decode a data packet in each transmission. This
achieves the minimum APDD with a value of Dmin =
K+1
2
. Consequently, the
approximation ratio of RLNC in this instance is 2K
K+1
, which approaches 2 with
increasing K.
Then since RLNC is the worst technique in its class, we obtain:
Theorem 6.2
The approximation ratio of all throughput-optimal LNC techniques is at
most 2.
Similarly, we can prove a lower bound of β for all throughput-optimal LNC
techniques:
Theorem 6.3
The approximation ratio of all throughput-optimal LNC techniques is at
least 4
3
.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1, to prove that β > 4
3
it suffices to
show an instance in which the APDD of all throughput-optimal LNC techniques
is 4
3
times of the minimum.
Consider an instance A of the APDD minimization problem with 2 data
packets and N receivers. After the systematic transmission phase, r1 only wants
p1, r2 only wants p2, and all the remaining N − 2 receivers want both p1 and
p2. Further assume that {Pe,n}Nn=1 = 0. When N is sufficiently large, the APDD
is minimized if p1 and p2 are transmitted separately using two transmissions.
This yields Dmin = 1.5. On the other hand, if throughput-optimal techniques
are applied, p1 and p2 must be combined in the first transmission in order to
serve both r1 and r2, which does not allow the remaining N − 2 receivers to
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decode in the first transmission. These receivers can only decode in the second
transmission. Consequently, the APDD is 2 when N is sufficiently large, which
is 4
3
times of the minimum.
We now derive the overall expected APDD of RLNC, which is an upper bound
of the overall expected APDD of all throughput-optimal LNC techniques:
Theorem 6.4
Given system parameters K, N , and Pe, the overall expected APDD per-
formance of RLNC is:
E[DR] =
1
1− PeE
[∑N
n=1w
2
n∑N
n=1wn
]
, {wn}Nn=1 ∼ B(K,Pe) (6.4)
≈ 1 + KPe
1− Pe , when N is sufficiently large (6.5)
This theorem indicates that, when all receivers experience the same packet
erasure probability, the APDD performance of RLNC is robust to the increasing
number of receivers. This property is verified by our simulation results. The
results for K = 15 data packets, N ∈ [5, 100] receivers, and packet erasure
probabilities of {Pe,n}Nn=1 = 0.2 are plotted in Fig. 6.2. The results also affirm
the accuracy of our estimation in 6.5. Moreover, the overall expected APDD of
RLNC is less then twice of the lower bound of the minimum expected APDD of
LNC techniques. This again confirms the approximation ability of RLNC and,
thus, all throughput-optimal LNC techniques.
In conclusion, in this section we proved that the APDD-approximation ratio of
all throughput-optimal LNC techniques lies between 4
3
and 2. Particularly, those
do not provide early packet decodings are 2-approximation techniques. Indeed,
to the best of our knowledge, all existing throughput-optimal LNC techniques,
including RLNC, are such techniques. Then the question is, can this ratio be fur-
ther reduced? In the next two sections, we will affirmatively answer this question
by developing a new throughput-optimal LNC technique.
6.3 A New Throughput-optimal APPD-approximation
LNC Technique
In this section, we design an LNC technique whose coded packets are: 1) innova-
tive to every receiver and thus guarantee throughput optimality, and 2) always
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Figure 6.1: The proposed estimation of E[DR] and its comparison to the simulated
value, and the lower bound E[D] of all LNC techniques derived in Section 3.2.4.
able to offer early packet decodings. Such a technique will be able to reduce the
APDD from RLNC and, thus, reduce the approximation ratio. To describe our
proposed design, we first generalize the definition of Wants sets in Chapter 3:
Definition 6.2
The Wants set Wn of a receiver rn is the set of data packets it has not
decoded yet.
Under this definition, Wn after the systematic transmission phase is the same
as defined in Chapter 3, i.e., it is still the set of data packets that rn has not
received after this phase. Then during the coded transmission phase, wanted
data packets decoded by rn will be removed from Wn, whereas those included in
the received coded packets but not yet decodable will remain in Wn.
The Wants sets, or equivalently the packet reception state, of all receivers can
be represented using the following hypergraph.
Definition 6.3
In the hypergraph model H(V , E) of the receivers’ packet reception state,
each vertex v ∈ V represents a data packet, i.e., vk ↔ pk. Each hyperedge
e ∈ E represents the Wants set of a receiver, i.e, en ↔ Wn, by connecting
the data packets/vertices not yet decoded and hence still included in Wn.
An example of SFM and its hypergraph representation is given in Fig. 6.2.
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p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
r1 1 1 1 0 0 0
r2 0 0 1 1 1 0
r3 1 0 0 0 1 1
(a) SFM A
v1
v2
v3 v4 v5
v6
e1
e2
e3
(b) Hypergraph model H
Figure 6.2: An example of SFM A and its hypergraph representation H.
It is the same as Fig. 3.2, except that the concept of wanted data packets is
generalized. Our hypergraph model H has two important properties, which are
related to throughput optimality and early packet decodings, respectively:
Property 6.1
The coding set of any throughput-optimal coded packet must form a vertex
cover of H.
Here a vertex cover ofH is a subset V ′ of V that is incident to every hyperedge,
i.e., |en ∩ V ′| > 0 for n ∈ [1, N ]. This property holds because no matter what
linear network coding technique is applied, to guarantee the innovation of the
coded packet X to every receiver, the coding setM of X must comprise at least
one wanted data packet of every receiver. Thus, the associated vertex set V ′ of
M must be incident to every hyperedge, and thus forms a vertex cover.
We further denote by Vc a minimal vertex cover of H, which is a vertex
cover that is not the superset of any other smaller vertex cover. Every minimal
vertex cover has the property that it uniquely covers at least one hyperedge, i.e.,
∃n : |Vc∩en| = 1. This is because otherwise we can remove any single vertex from
Vc to obtain a smaller vertex cover. Denote byMc the coding set corresponding
to Vc, it holds that ∃n : |Mc∩ωn| = 1. i.e., there exists at least one receiver who
only wants one data packet fromMc. Upon receiving a coded packet ofMc, this
receiver can instantly decode that data packet. Thus, H has the property below:
Property 6.2
A coded packet of the coding set Mc of any minimal vertex cover Vc in H
always offers at least one instant packet decoding opportunity.
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The above two properties of H underpin the core of our proposed technique:
Proposition 6.1
In each coded transmission, the sender finds a minimal vertex cover Vc of
H, sends a linear coded packet of the packets in Vc, and then updates H.
Upon the reception of a coded packet, every receiver attempts to decode
data packets through Gaussian eliminations.
We now present a handy example before discussing the details.
Example 6.1
Consider the SFM in Fig. 6.3(a), with its hypergraph H plotted in
Fig. 6.3(b). For simplicity we assume erasure-free transmissions. Then,
the coded transmission phase of our technique is as follows:
1. A minimal vertex cover of H is Vc = {v1,v2,v3}. Thus, X = α1p1 +
α2p2+α3p3 is sent, where {α1, α2, α3} are non-zero coefficients chosen
from Fq. Since receivers r1, r2, r3 only want p1, p2, p3 from X,
respectively, they can decode them from X. Hence, v1, v2, v3 are
removed from e1, e2, e3, respectively. On the other hand, r4 cannot
decode any data packet. It only holds X, and thus e4 is still incident
to {v1,v2,v3}. The updated graph H′ is plotted in Fig. 6.3(c);
2. A minimal vertex cover of H′ is V ′c = {v1,v4,v5,v6}. Thus, X ′ =
α′1p1 +α
′
4p4 +α
′
5p5 +α
′
6p6 is sent. Since receivers r1, r2, r3, r4 only
want p4, p5, p6, p1 from X
′, respectively, they can decode them
from X ′. Hence, v4, v5, v6, v1 are removed from e1, e2, e3, e4,
respectively. Since receivers {r1, r2, r3} are satisfied, {e1, e2, e3} are
completely removed from H. On the other hand, r4 holds a linear
equation of α2p2 + α3p3 = X − α1p1, where the value of the RHS is
known to r4. Since r4 still wants {p2,p3}, e4 is incident to {v2,v3}.
The updated graph H′′ is plotted in Fig. 6.3(d).
3. A minimal vertex cover of H′′ is v2. Thus, p2 is sent alone, which will
allow r4 to obtain p2, and then decode p3 from equation α2p2+α3p3 =
X − α1p1. The broadcast will then be completed.
To complete the details of our technique, three questions need to be answered:
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p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
r1 1 0 0 1 0 0
r2 0 1 0 0 1 0
r3 0 0 1 0 0 1
r4 1 1 1 0 0 0
(a) SFM A
v1v2
v3
v4v5
v6
e4
e1
e2
e3
(b) Original H
v1v2
v3
v4v5
v6
e4
e1
e2
e3
(c) updated H′ after sending
α1p1 + α2p2 + α3p3
v2 v3
e4
(d) updated H′′ after send-
ing α′1p1 + α
′
4p4 + α
′
5p5 +
α′6p6
Figure 6.3: Hypergraph update
Problem 6.1
1. How to find the minimal vertex covers?
2. How to choose the coding coefficients of the coded packets?
3. How and when to update the hypergraph?
The answer to the first question reveals an advantage of our technique: mini-
mal vertex covers can be easily found using polynomial-time algorithms. We pro-
pose in Algorithm 6.1 such an algorithm, which aims at maximizing the number
of uniquely covered hyperedges, so that the number of receivers who can instantly
decode a data packet is large. Given H, our algorithm finds Vc by adding to Vc
the vertex in H with the largest degree (i.e., incident to the largest number of
hyperedges), and then discarding this vertex and its incident hyperedges before
finding the next such vertex. We note that our technique does not require finding
the minimum (the smallest minimal) vertex cover, which is an NP-hard problem.
Moreover, the minimum vertex cover does not necessarily maximize the number
of uniquely covered hyperedges, and thus may not even be a desired solution to
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Algorithm 6.1 Find a minimal hypergraph vertex cover
Input: A hypergraph H(V , E), an empty vertex set Vc;
Weigh each vertex with the number of hyperedges incident to it; (The weight
of a vertex is indeed the number of receivers which want the corresponding data
packet.)
while there are still vertices in H do
Add to Vc the vertex with the largest weight;
Update H by: 1) removing this vertex from H; 2) removing from H all
hyperedges incident to this vertex; 3) removing from H all vertices that do not
have any hyperedge incident to them;
end while
Output Vc as a minimal hypergraph vertex cover.
our problem.
For the second question, any throughput-optimal coefficient selection tech-
nique is acceptable and is guaranteed to result instantly decodable packets for all
receivers rn such that |Vc ∩ en| = 1. For the sake of consistency and simplicity,
in this thesis we select them uniformly at random from a sufficiently large Fq.
In other words, we generate random-coded packets of the minimal vertex cover
coding sets.
Therefore, our technique is a framework that generalizes throughput-optimal
LNC techniques. The traditional RLNC technique is indeed an inefficient imple-
mentation of this framework in terms of APDD: it always chooses the set of all
vertices V as the vertex cover. Since V is not necessarily minimal, the resultant
coded packets do not guarantee instant packet decodings.
For the third question, hypergraph update is very simple when feedback is
available after each coded transmission: each receiver rn only needs to feed back
which data packets it has decoded. Then, the sender updates H by simply re-
moving the associated vertices from en. In the absence of such feedback, the
core problems are how often should feedback be collected, and how to update
the hypergraph when feedback is not always available, which we will study in the
next section.
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6.4 Broadcast under Different Feedback Frequen-
cies
In our technique, each receiver will send at least two rounds of feedback: 1)
after the systematic transmission phase, and 2) after it has decoded all the data
packets in P . The first round of feedback is necessary to acquire H so that an
opportunistic throughput-optimal LNC can be devised by the sender. Otherwise,
the only guaranteed vertex cover is the set of all vertices V , implying that the
traditional RLNC technique must be applied to achieve optimal throughput. The
second round of feedback is necessary for indicating block completion. In addition
to the above two compulsory rounds of feedback, we also consider intermediate
feedback during the coded transmission phase. Depending on the frequency of
intermediate feedback, we consider three different transmission schemes:
1. Fully-online scheme, where feedback is collected after every coded trans-
mission;
2. Semi-online scheme, where feedback is collected after every transmission
round. Each round contains several coded transmissions (to be specified
later);
3. Off-line scheme, where there is no intermediate feedback during the coded
transmission phase.
We will not focus on the fully-online scheme, because hypergraph update is
straightforward under this scheme, and this scheme evidently provides the best
APDD performance among the three. However, it could be expensive or even
impossible to collect feedback after every transmission. For example, in time-
division-duplex systems the sender has to stop and listen to the feedback [84]. We
are thus motivated to study the semi-online and off-line schemes. In particular,
we will address the following two problems:
Problem 6.2
1. How to update the hypergraph in the semi- and off-line schemes when
feedback is not always available?
2. How does the performance of semi- and off-line schemes compare with
the fully-online scheme?
We start with presenting in Algorithm 6.2 our semi-online hypergraph up-
dating algorithm. We will then prove that its performance is the same as the
fully-online scheme, and then extend it to design the off-line scheme.
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Algorithm 6.2 Hypergraph update in a semi-online round
1: input: a hypergraph Hu generated according to receiver feedback;
2: let a constant Ne be the number of hyperedges of Hu;
3: while the number of hyperedges of Hu is still Ne do
4: find a minimal vertex cover of Hu using Algorithm 6.1;
5: generate a coded packet Xu using this minimal vertex cover and send;
6: let Hu+1 be the updated hypergraph under the assumption that Xu is
received by all receivers;
7: u = u+ 1;
8: end while
9: the current semi-online round is completed. Collect feedback and start the
next round.
According to Algorithm 6.2, a semi-online round starts from collecting one
round of receiver feedback. After that, the sender iteratively sends a coded packet
and blindly (i.e., without the help of receiver feedback) updates the hypergraph
by assuming the coded packet is received by all receivers. This process stops when
the blind update reduces the number of hyperedges.1 In this case, the sender will
collect receiver feedback to correctly update the hypergraph, and start the next
semi-online round.
The purpose of stopping when the number of hyperedges is reduced is to
avoid any loss on throughput optimality and degradation on APDD performance
compared with the fully-online one. It is motivated by the following property of
hypergraphs:
Property 6.3
If Hu is a subgraph of H′u with the same number of hyperedges, then any
minimal vertex cover Vuc of Hu is also a minimal vertex cover of H′u. On
the other hand, Vuc may not be a vertex cover of H′u when Hu is a subgraph
of H′u with less hyperedges.
Proof. It is intuitive that Vuc is also a vector cover of H′u when Hu and H′u have
the same number of hyperedges. We now prove that it is a minimal one of H′u:
If it was not, then there exists a set V ′ ⊂ Vuc that is a minimal vertex cover of
1Note that the removal of a hyperedge means, in our context, a receiver is assumed by the
sender to have fully decoded all its wanted packets.
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H′u. Since Hu is a subgraph of H′u, V ′ is also a minimal vector cover of Hu, which
contradicts with the fact that its superset Vuc is a minimal vector cover of Hu.
Hence, such V ′ does not exist and, thus, Vuc is a minimal vector cover of H′u.
On the other hand, if Hu has less hyperedges than H′u, then the hyperedges
that only exist in H′u may not be covered by Vuc , indicating that Vuc may not be
a vertex cover of H′u.
This property yields an important property of the minimal vertex covers found
by the sender during a semi-online round:
Property 6.4
Let Hu be the hypergraph blindly updated by the sender using Algorithm
6.2 before the u-th transmission during a semi-online round. Let H′u be
the hypergraph representation of the actual packet reception state of the
receivers before the u-th transmission. A minimal vertex cover Vuc of Hu is
also a minimal vertex cover of the actual hypergraph H′u.
Proof. Here we only need to prove that Hu is a subgraph of H′u with the same
number of hyperedges during a semi-online round.
Assume that feedback is collected before the u-th transmission. Denote by
L the number of transmissions in the semi-online round starting from Xu. We
study the relation between two sets of hypergraphs:
• {Hi}u+L−1i=u , the set of hypergraphs used by the sender to generate {Xi}u+L−1i=u .
Among them, {Hi}u+L−1i=u+1 are generated using our proposed semi-online hy-
pergraph update algorithm in Algorithm 6.2;
• {H′i}u+L−1i=u , the set of hypergraphs of the actual packet reception state before
each of the i-th transmission. We note that H′u = Hu due to feedback.
For i ∈ [u+1, u+L−1], Hi is always a subgraph of H′i. This is because every
en ∈ Hi represents what rn wants after receiving {Xj}i−1j=u, while every e′n ∈ H′i
represents what rn actually wants after receiving only a subset of {Xj}i−1j=u due to
packet erasures. Hence, en ⊆ e′n, indicating that Hi ⊆ H′i. Moreover, Algorithm
6.2 ensures that they have the same number of hyperedges.
Property 6.4 indicates that in the semi-online scheme, the sender always finds
a minimal vertex cover of the actual hypergraph, which is also the case in the
fully-online scheme. Due to the heuristic nature of Algorithm 6.1, there is no
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guaranteed winner between the minimal vertex covers found in the two schemes.
Thus, the following performance of the semi-online scheme can be expected:
Proposition 6.2
Reducing feedback frequency from fully-online to semi-online using Algo-
rithm 6.2 does not increase APDD or BCT.
Numerical results in Section 6.5 will show that the APDD performance of the
two is indistinguishable.
We now remark how to request receiver feedback in the semi-online scheme.
Remark 6.1
We call L the length of a semi-online round. L can be pre-computed at
the beginning of each round using Algorithm 6.2. With L calculated, the
sender can easily control the time to collect feedback by, e.g., attaching a
down-counter l (with an initial value of l = L) in the header of every coded
packet to inform the receivers to send feedback after l time slots.
With a very small probability of PLe,n, all the L coded packets in the cur-
rent round are lost at a receiver rn, implying that the sender will not
receive feedback from this receiver. In this case, the sender will keep send-
ing random-coded packets of all data packets in P to maintain optimal
throughput. The down-counter is set at l = 0, asking the receivers to im-
mediately feed back. Once feedback from all receivers are collected, the
sender can initiate the next semi-online round.
Based on the above results, we propose the following off-line LNC scheme
to maintain optimal throughput while reducing APDD compared to traditional
RLNC. This is at minimal cost of only one round of feedback after the systematic
transmission phase compared to traditional RLNC.
According to Algorithm 6.3, after the systematic transmission phase, the
sender in the off-line scheme will first apply one semi-online round. It will then
apply the classic RLNC scheme to maintain throughput optimality without col-
lecting intermediate feedback. Since packets sent during the semi-online round
will provide instant packet decodings, the APDD performance of the proposed
off-line scheme is better than applying the class RLNC scheme alone.
In conclusion, all the three proposed schemes are throughput-optimal and able
to offer instant packet decodings. The fully- and semi-online ones share the same
APDD performance, which is better than the off-line one. In the next section,
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Algorithm 6.3 Off-line hypergraph update
1: input: the hypergraphH0 generated from the receiver feedback collected after
the systematic transmission phase;
2: let a constant Ne be the number of hyperedges of H0. Let u = 0;
3: while the number of hyperedges of Hu is still Ne do
4: find a minimal vertex cover of Hu using Algorithm 6.1;
5: generate a coded packet Xu using this minimal vertex cover and send;
6: let Hu+1 be the updated hypergraph under the assumption that Xu is
received by all receivers;
7: u = u+ 1;
8: end while
9: Keep sending random-coded packets of all packets in P until all receivers have
fully decoded all packets in P and acknowledged.
we will verify our theorems through simulations.
6.5 Simulations
In this section, we will numerically compare the APDD performance of the pro-
posed technique with some existing techniques, as well as the lower bound of
APDD. In total, there are 6 different APDD we will compare. They are abbrevi-
ated and explained as follows:
1. “Fully-”: the APDD of our technique when fully-online feedback is col-
lected;
2. “Semi-”: the APDD of our technique when semi-online feedback is collected;
3. “Off-”: the APDD of our technique when no feedback is collected during
the coded transmission phase;
4. “RLNC”: the APDD of RLNC, operated under a sufficiently large finite
field;
5. “E[D]”: the lower bound of APDD. In the simulations it is obtained by
assuming that every received coded packet allows all receivers to decode
one wanted data packet;
6. “G-IDNC”: the APDD of a heuristic implementation of generalized in-
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Figure 6.4: The APDD performance of different LNC techniques.
stantly decodable network coding technique [63] when fully-online feedback
is collected. We note that there has not been any optimal G-IDNC algo-
rithms in the literature.
In our simulations, there are K = 15 data packets, N ∈ [5, 100] receivers. The
packet erasure probabilities are {Pe,n}Nn=1 = 0.2. For each value of N , we simulate
the broadcast of 105 packet blocks, and then make average on the APDD in their
coded transmissions phase. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 6.4, from
which we observe that:
• The APDD performance of our technique outperforms the existing tech-
niques. This superiority holds even when our technique is implemented
under the off-line scheme, in which feedback is not collected during the
coded transmission phase;
• The semi- and fully-online schemes share the same performance. This result
matches Proposition 6.2. Their performance is better than the off-line one;
• The APDD of RLNC is always within a constant factor of the lower bound,
indicating that RLNC is an approximation technique, and so is our tech-
nique. On the other hand, the APDD of the heuristic G-IDNC is un-
bounded, indicating that it is not an approximation technique. We further
note that we cannot read the approximation ratio from the figure, because
the approximation ratio is the ratio in the worst case scenario, which may
not be reflected in the averaged result plot in the figure.
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schemes.
In addition, we compare the amount of feedback collected under fully- and
semi-online schemes and the results are plotted in Fig. 6.5. We observe that
the semi-online scheme can reduce up to 30% feedback from the fully-online one
when the number of receivers is small. The reduction becomes marginal with
increasing number of receivers because the semi-online scheme approaches the
fully-online one: with increasing number of receivers, the probability of having
a receiver who only wants one data packet after a certain semi-online round
increases. When this happens, the semi-online scheme has to collect feedback
after only one transmission according to Algorithm 6.2, which makes it equivalent
to the fully-online scheme.
6.6 Conclusion and Implication on Other Classes
of LNC Techniques
In conclusion, by deriving bounds and presenting examples, we proved that all
throughput-optimal LNC techniques are APDD-approximation techniques with a
ratio of between 4
3
and 2. Then based on a hypergraph model of receivers’ knowl-
edge space, we developed a new throughput-optimal and APDD-approximation
LNC technique whose APDD is strictly better than RLNC. This technique is also
implementation friendly, for it only uses a polynomial-time encoding algorithm,
and does not require intensive receiver feedback.
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Our results verify the APDD-approximation capability of S-IDNC claimed
in Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4, namely, S-IDNC is generally not an APDD-
approximation technique unless there are at most three receivers. In this special
case, S-IDNC is able to approximate (indeed achieve) the minimum APDD of
LNC because it is throughput-optimal and provides instant packet decodings to
all receivers in every transmission, making it a perfect LNC technique.
Our results also indicate that the generation-based LNC technique proposed
in Chapter 5 is an APDD-approximation technique at least when there is no
throughput loss due to partitioning. The relation between the approximation
ratio and the generation rank is an interesting open question for future research.
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Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, we have conducted a comprehensive study on the throughput and
APDD optimization of packet-level LNC techniques in wireless broadcast. Our
study resulted in characterizing the fundamental performance limits of LNC tech-
niques and the performance of three main classes of LNC techniques in the lit-
erature, including IDNC, generation-based, and throughput-optimal techniques.
Our results indicate that throughput optimization and APDD optimization are
not necessarily conflicting goals. Rather, the minimum APDD of LNC tech-
niques can be approximately achieved by throughput-optimal LNC techniques
with a guaranteed ratio. It is even possible to simultaneously optimize the two
metrics using IDNC techniques under certain settings.
Our core theoretical contribution consists of revealing fundamental perfor-
mance limits of LNC techniques. We have derived a necessary and sufficient
conditions for LNC techniques to achieve the optimal throughput of wireless
broadcast. We have proved the NP-hardness of APDD minimization, and have
derived informative closed-form bounds of the expected APDD performance of
LNC techniques under random packet erasures.
Our core practical contribution is a novel LNC technique that has many ap-
pealing properties: 1) it is throughput-optimal; 2) it approximates the minimum
APDD of LNC techniques with a ratio of strictly smaller than 2; 3) it is com-
putationally friendly: it only applies a polynomial-time encoding algorithm that
does not require solving any NP-hard optimization problems; 4) it does not need
intensive receiver feedback to make coding decisions. Consequently, the proposed
technique is an outstanding technique both performance-wise and cost-wise. In-
deed, our simulation results have showed that its APDD performance is better
than many existing LNC techniques for wireless broadcast, including RLNC, un-
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der all parameter settings.
We have also made contributions to S-IDNC and generation-based techniques.
For S-IDNC, we have proved its limited APDD-approximation capability. We
have developed optimal and heuristic coding algorithms that offer high packet
multiplicity to fight against packet erasures. We have also found an equiv-
alence between S-IDNC and G-IDNC techniques under certain settings. For
generation-based techniques, we have established the optimal partitioning prob-
lem and proved its NP-hardness. We have developed a heuristic algorithm that
achieves local Pareto-optimal throughput-delay tradeoffs. For both classes, we
have designed transmission schemes that work efficiently under different feedback
frequencies.
Our cross comparison between the three classes of LNC techniques indicates
no clear winner, especially when practical concerns such as feedback frequency
and computational complexity are taken into account. For example, although
S-IDNC is generally sub-optimal in terms of throughput and APDD, its decoding
complexity is the lowest among the three. Moreover, its APDD is much lower
than RLNC when the number of receivers is not too large.
Interestingly, our generation-based technique actually achieves an rapproche-
ment between S-IDNC and RLNC techniques. By simply changing the generation
rank, our generation-based technique can be tuned into S-IDNC or RLNC tech-
niques, and can provide a large range of performance tradeoffs between those of
S-IDNC and RLNC. In other words, all the performance metrics considered in
this thesis, including throughput, APDD, feedback frequency, and computational
complexity, become tunable in the proposed generation-based technique.
This observation immediately motivates a new research topic on our generation-
based technique. Recall that S-IDNC is generally not an APDD-approximation
technique but RLNC is, an interesting problem is what is the relation between the
generation rank and the approximation ratio. If this problem could be solved, we
would be able to profile a complete spectrum of the achievable throughput-delay
tradeoffs of LNC techniques.
There are also open problems in the other two classes. One of them is to
identify the optimal G-IDNC technique, which could possibly be conquered with
the help of our novel hypergraph model of receivers’ knowledge space. Another
one is to optimize the coding sets in the proposed throughput-optimal technique.
At a higher level, in the future we would like to extend our study to wireless
multicast and index coding. We are also interested in extending our study to
other applications of network coding such as distributed data storage.
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AppendixA
Proof of Lemma 3.1
We prove that it is NP-complete to determine whether an r−uniforma hypergraph
is size-r strong colorable or not, for any r > 3. Our method is a reduction from
the k-coloring problem of graphs.
Given an arbitrary graph G(V , E). For every edge en = (vi,vj) we construct
a hyperedge e′n by adding r−2 dummy vertices vn,1 · · · vn,r−2 to en. The result is
an r-uniform hypergraph H(V ′, E ′) that has |V ′| = |V|+ |E| · (r− 2) vertices. If G
can be colored using r colors, then in any hyperedge e′n = (vi,vj, v
n,1 · · · vn,r−2),
vi and vj are colored differently using 2 colors. By assigning the remaining r− 2
colors to the r − 2 dummy vertices in e′n greedily, all vertices in e′n are colored
differently. We thus obtain a size-r strong coloring of H. On the other hand, if H
can be strong colored using r colors, then by removing all the dummy vertices, we
obtain an r-coloring of G. It is well known that it is NP-complete to determine
whether a graph is r colorable or not, for any r > 3. Hence, it is NP-complete to
determine whether an r-uniform hypergraph is size-r strong colorable or not. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.2
We first assume that rn is satisfied after Un coded transmissions (i.e., obtains
all data packets). Let un be the set of time indices when rn decodes a packet.
Intuitively, un contains wn indices, and Un is a definite element of •n. We call un
the packet reception pattern of rn. It takes a form of [u1, · · · , uwn−1, Un].
Let u′ = [u1, · · · , uwn−1], i.e., the set of variable indices. Then the APDD
under a given u is (‖u′‖ + Un)/wn, where ‖u′‖ denotes the sum of all elements
in u′. Due to the symmetry of data packets and receivers, it is intuitive that all
the possible u′ happens with the same probability. Denote the set of all possible
u′ by U , then the expected lower bound under given ωn and Un, denoted by
E[Dn|(Un, wn)], is calculated as:
E[Dn|(Un, wn)] =
1
|U|
∑
u′∈U
‖u′‖+ Un
wn
=
Un
wn
+
1
|U|
∑
u′∈U
‖u′‖
wn
(B.1)
We now show that all u′ are axisymmetric about Un/2. Given u′ = [u1, · · · , uwn−1],
by letting u′′i = Un − ui, the resultant u′′ = [u′′1, · · · , u′′w−1] is the mirror of u′
against Un/2. Obviously, u
′′ also belongs to U , and it holds that ‖u′‖+ ‖u′′‖ =
(wn − 1)Un. Hence, there are |U|/2 such pairs, and thus the above equation can
be simplified to:
E[Dn|(Un, wn)] =
Un
wn
+
1
2
(wn − 1)Un
wn
=
Un
2
+
Un
2wn
(B.2)
Then, by noting that the expected number of coded transmissions for a re-
ceiver to be satisfied is E[Un|wn] = wn/(1− Pe), we have:
E[Dn|wn] =
E[Un|wn]
2
+
E[Un|wn]
2wn
=
wn + 1
2(1− Pe) (B.3)
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Proof of Theorem 4.5
Theorem 4.5 requires the proof of χ(Gs) = χ(Gg). Since every S-IDNC solution
is also a G-IDNC solution, but a G-IDNC solution is not necessarily a S-IDNC
solution, we have Us > Ug, and thus χ(Gs) > χ(Gg). Hence, here we only need to
prove that χ(Gs) 6 χ(Gg).
We first introduce the concept of affiliated S-IDNC graph Gas of a G-IDNC
graph Gg, which is construct as follows. Given Gg, which involves K data packets
and N receivers, we generate a graph Gas with K vertices, each representing a
data packet. We then connect vi and vj in Gas if for every pair of {m,n} ∈ [1, N ],
vi,m and vj,n are connected upon their existence in Gg. In other words, we claim
that pi and pj do not conflict if every vertex that represents pi in Gg is connected
to every vertex that represents pj in Gg.
Given a SFM A, we can easily show that its S-IDNC graph Gs is the same
as the affiliated S-IDNC graph Gas of its G-IDNC graph Gg. Hence, our task
becomes to prove that χ(Gas) 6 χ(Gg), where χ(Gas) = Us. This statement is
true if the following property is true:
Property
After removing any clique Mg from Gg, the chromatic number of the affil-
iated S-IDNC graph Gas is reduced by at most one.
Since Gg is nonempty as long as Gas is nonempty, this property indicates that
any clique partition solution of Gg must have a size of at least χ(Gas), which will
prove that χ(Gas) 6 χ(Gg). Property 6 can be proved through induction:
1. If Mg does not contain any conflicting data packets in Gas, then χ(Gas) is
reduced by at most one;
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2. If Mg contains one pair of conflicting data packets in Gas, then χ(Gs) is
reduced by at most one;
3. If Mg already contains m pairs of conflicting data packets in Gas, then
modifying Mg to contain one more pair of conflicting data packets in Gas
cannot further reduce χ(Gas).
The first statement is self-evident, because the set of data packets included
in suchMg is a clique of Gas. By removing it, χ(Gas) can be reduced by at most
one.
To prove the second statement, without loss of generality we assume that
the pair of conflicting data packets is (p1,p2). Then the set of data packets
included in Mg takes a form of {Ms,p1,p2}, where Ms is the set of pair-wise
non-conflicting data packets, and thus is a clique of Gas. Since p1 conflicts with
p2, there exists at least one pair of unconnected vertices in Gg that represent p1
and p2. This pair is not included in Mg, and thus is kept after removing Mg
from Gg. Hence, in the updated affiliated S-IDNC graph G ′as, v1 and v2 exist,
and are unconnected. Let the chromatic number of G ′as be U ′, then the minimum
clique partition of G ′as takes a form of {M1, · · · ,MU ′}, which keeps p1 and p2
in different coding sets. Then, since Ms is a clique of Gas, {Ms,M1, · · · ,MU ′}
is a partition of Gas with a size of U ′ + 1. Thus, U ′ > χ(Gas)− 1, implying that
χ(Gs) is reduced by at most one after removing Mg from Gg.
The proof of the third statement is similar to the second one, and thus is
omitted here. According to the above three statements, no matter how many
conflicting data packets are included in Mg, after removing Mg from Gg, the
chromatic number of the affiliated S-IDNC graph Gas is reduced by at most one.
Therefore, χ(Gg) > χ(Gas). Since Gas is the same as Gs, we have χ(Gg) > χ(Gs)
and Theorem 3 is proved.
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An example of Ug < Us
p1 p2 p3 p4
r1 1 0 0 1
r2 1 1 1 0
r3 0 0 1 1
r4 0 1 0 1
(a) Original SFM
p1 p2 p3 p4
r1 1 0 0 0
r2 1 0 1 0
r3 0 0 1 0
r4 0 1 0 1
(b) After sending p2 ⊕ p4
p1 p2 p3 p4
r1 0 0 0 0
r2 0 0 1 0
r3 0 0 1 0
r4 0 0 0 1
(c) After sending p1 ⊕ p2
p1 p2 p3 p4
r1 0 0 0 0
r2 0 0 0 0
r3 0 0 0 0
r4 0 0 0 0
(d) After sending p3 ⊕ p4
Figure D.1: An example of the coded transmission phase
Consider the SFM in Fig. D.1(a). Since all the four data packet conflict with
each other, SIDNC requires a minimum BCT of Us = 4. However, if we violate
the conflict between p2 and p4, i.e., send p2 ⊕ p4, the conflicts between p1 and
p2, and between p3 and p4, are solved, as there will be no receiver who jointly
wants {p1,p2} or {p3,p4}. Hence, we only need two more coded transmissions:
p1 ⊕ p2 and p3 ⊕ p4. In total, GIDNC requires a minimum BCT of Ug = 3.
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Proof of Theorem 3.4
Here we only need to prove that E
[∑N
n=1 w
2
n∑N
n=1 wn
]
≈ KPe−Pe+1 when N is sufficiently
large. We first expand E
[∑N
n=1 w
2
n∑N
n=1 wn
]
into its series form:
E
[∑N
n=1w
2
n∑N
n=1wn
]
= E
[
w21∑N
n=1wn
]
+ E
[
w22∑N
n=1wn
]
+ · · ·+ E
[
w2N∑N
n=1wn
]
(E.1)
Since {wn}Nn=1 are i.i.d. distributed, the N addends in the above equation have
the same value. Thus,
E
[∑N
n=1w
2
n∑N
n=1wn
]
= N · E
[
w21∑N
n=1wn
]
(E.2)
= N · E
[
w21
w1 +
∑N
n=2wn
]
(E.3)
Then according to the law of larger numbers, the value of
∑N
n=2wn will ap-
proach to its mean (N − 1)KPe when N is sufficiently large. Thus,
E
[∑N
n=1w
2
n∑N
n=1wn
]
≈ N · E
[
w21
w1 + (N − 1)KPe)
]
, when N is sufficiently large
(E.4)
= E
[
w21
KPe +
w1−KPe
N
]
(E.5)
≈ E
[
w21
KPe
]
, when N is sufficiently large (E.6)
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E[∑N
n=1w
2
n∑N
n=1wn
]
=N · E
[
w21
w1 +
∑N
n=2wn
]
=N · E
[
w2
w + v
]
, w ∼ Bin{K,Pe}, v ∼ Bin{NK −K,Pe} (E.7)
=N ·
NK−K∑
v=1
K∑
w=1
w2
w + v
(
K
w
)(
NK −K
v
)
Pw+ve (1− Pe)NK−w−v (E.8)
=N ·
K∑
w=1
w
w + c
(
K
w
)
Pwe (1− Pe)K−w (E.9)
Then, since w1 ∼ B(K,Pe), we have E[w1] = KPe and V ar[w1] = KPe−KP 2e .
Hence, we have E[w21] = E[w1]
2 + V ar[w1] = K
2P 2e + KPe − KP 2e , and thus
E
[∑N
n=1 w
2
n∑N
n=1 wn
]
≈ KPe − Pe + 1. 
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